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An account is presented of a series of observations 
of the dynamic behaviour of a region of the south tropical 
airglo·N arcs made from Rarotonga (Lat. 21.2°south, long. 159.8
° 
west) with the aid of a large aperture (90 ems) , high 
resolution (�0 beam.width) scanning photometer. 
The night airglow is found to be strongly disturbed on 
many nights, characteristically by elliptical areas of 
lower than normal intensity drifting in an easterly 
direction. It was possible to associate their passage with 
the occurrence of 'spread-F' as observed by the Rarotongan 
ionosonde. 
An attempt is made to account for the airglow processes; 
suggestions are made concerning the possible origin of the 
disturbances; and their presence is examined in the light 
of the trans-equatorial propagation of V.H.F. signals from 
Hawaii, as recorded at Rarotonga. 
Introduction 
This thesis is a part of the work resulting from a 
contract let by the New Zealand Department of Sc�entific 
and Industrial Research to the University of Canterbury 
for the investigation of low latitude Airglow. The work 
to be carried out was the building of a sensitive scanning 
photometer, its operation on the island of Rarotonga and 
the interpretation of the results. 
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Background to the OI Tropical Airglow Arcs 
'Airglow' is the word adopted from a suggestion by 
Otto Struve, (1 ) and is designated as that radiation 
emitted by the earth's upper atmosphere other than that 
due to aurora. Since the proposal of the Heaviside 
layer and experimental verification of the existence of 
the ionosphere by Appleton and Barnett C2) there had 
been speculation concerning the emission spectra to be 
expected from the recombining atoms and ions of the gases 
of the atmosphere. Some of the emission lines were known 
as they had been detected earlier. A green line was 
repo�ted by Campbell (3) in 1895 but was subsequently 
forgotten until the discovery of the ionosphere. 
The constituent molecules of the upper atmosphere 
and their stronger emission lines were originally thought 
to be those from the atoms and molecules composed of 
nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen and helium. The night sky 
emission spectra however indicated that intense emission 
lines were present that could only be due to the yellow 
sodium D doublet (Slipher (4)). Sodium was at that time 
thought not to be a significant co�ponent of the upper 
atmosphere. There was also initial difficulty in 
5 
attributing three of the most intense airglow lines to 
any known constituent of the upper atmosphere. These 
0 0 0 
airglow lines were those at 5577 A, 6300 A and 6364 A. 
(It is the behaviour of these emission lines that are 
the concern of this thesis) . In 1 924 McLennan and 
Shrum (5) succeeded in attributing the green line at 
5577 A to the forbidden transition between the 1 S and 
1 D excited oxygen states. After many attempts the 
emission lines were finally produced in the laboratory 
(Paschen (5) ) . The predictions of quantum mechanics 
explained the difficulties in reproducing the emission 
lines in the laboratory. The lines were forbidden and 
if the transitions did occur they should have long decay 
times (Garstang (?) ) . It was thus the very tenuous 
nature of the upper atmosphere that allowed time for 
the excited states to decay via photon emission before 
possible collisional deactivation and the difficulty in 
reproducing this environment in the laboratory that 
p::-evented their early discovery. In figure 3 are 
shown the excited 1 S, 1 D and ground 3P states of atomic 
oxygen. The important emission lines in the airglow are 
those res�lting from the forbidden transitions between 
1 S and 1 D states (5577 A) and between the 1 D and 3P 
0 0 0 
states (6300 A) , 6364 A and 6392 A) . The 1 S to 3p 
transition results in emission in the ultra-violet and 
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The Airglow Energy levels of Atomic Oxygen 
7 
8 
atmosphere. The energies of the states are taken from 
Moore (S) and the transition coefficients from Garstang (7) . 
The intensity of the green airglow line has 
generally been found to decay exponentially during 
twilight although later in the evening enhancements are 
often seen (Roach and Pet�it (9) , Roach C
1o) and Huruhata, 
Tanabe and Nakamura C11)) . The green airglow emission 
has been widely attributed to an emission layer at about 
1 00 km (Packer C
1 2) , Gulledge and Packer(13), although 
rocket measurements (Gulledge, Packer, Til:ord a_�d 
Vanderslice (1 4)) show that as well as this emission 
layer there is also 5577 A emission coming from the F 
region. The 100 km green airglow layer mechanism is 
thought to be the three body reaction (Chapman
(15) , 
Barth and Hildebrandt(16) , Nicolet (17)) 
0 + X + Y � XY + O
'!, 
rv 7ev ( 1') 
(where X and Y are either oxygen or nitrogen atoms and 
� is the reaction rate coefficient) , however as the 
react.ion is energetic enough to excite the oxygen atom 
0 
to the 1 S state the subseq�ent transistion via a 5577 A 
photon leaves the oxygen atom in the 1 D state and thus 
the red airglow line could also be e?Cpected to be emitted 
at this altitude. This is not found to be the case (1B) 
and the almost resona_nt reaction -
O(D) + 
So 
XY � XY + ( 2 ) 
(where SD is the quenching rate coefficient) has been 
suggested as the reason that the red airglow line is not 
emitted at this altitude. (Seaton (
19) , De More and 
Raper C2o) Hunter and McElroy(21) . This resonance 
would not be important but for the long decay time 
( 120 sec. ) of the O("D) state. 
The red 6300 A line is a global contributor to the 
night airglow although there occur peaks in intensity 
between geomagnetic l�titudes 60 ° and 41°(M-arcs) and 
between geomagnetic latitudes 18° and 8 ° (Tropical 
airglow arcs). Roach and Roach(22) give an extensive 
biblography on work related to morphology of the M-arcs 
but as the research for this thesis is involved only 
with the tropical arcs, M-arcs will not be reviewed 
further here. The tropical airglow arcs were observed 
after the M-arcs were first observed and when a general 
region of airglow enhancement was observed in the tropics 
at F-region altitudes (Huruhata and Nakamura (
18)
) it 
was assumed it formed a circul�r arc at constant 
geomagnetic latitude similar to the M-arcs (Barbier (
23)
) . 
This has been found not to be the case (Van Zandt and 
Peterson C24) , Pal and Ku'lkarni C25) ) as the enha.i.'1.cements 
were found limited in east-west extent as well as in 
north-south extent. Those mechanisms regarded as being 
important in the production of the tropical arcs are 
(Bates(
26), Chamberlain (27) and Norton Van Zandt and 
Denison(28) ) 
N + o+ 2 
'Y2 + 





+ - a.2 




o; - + 0 + ( 1 . 53 ev) (4 a) 
o
+ a.1 e � 0 + 0 + (6.96ev) (4 b) 2 
Both these reaction sequences are thought to be important 
in the recombination of the F-region ionosphere. However, 
it will be noted that only the latter reactions (4a) and 
(4b) produce sufficient excitation energy for populating 
the 1 S excited state of oxygen. Both sets of reactions 
are dependent on the molecular density as well as the 
electron density of the upper atmosphere. 
When probing the ionosphere with a vertical sounder 
the height of the ele8tron layer is related to the time 
delay in receiving the reflected pulse (h' f) and the 
maximum electron density of ionosphere is related to the 
highest frequency reflected (foF2) . Such relations 
between the electron density and ionosonde data prompted 
Barbier (2g) to investigate a..�d fit the empirical 
relation -
2 ( h'f - 200) 
I6300 = A + B ( fo �) exp - H ( 5 ) 
(where he interpreted the constant term A as that part of 
the airglow intensity attributable to some process other 
than those mentioned as reactions (3) and (4) and gave 
its value as 58 ± 7 Rayleigh, and where B and H have 
values of 5.83 and 88 kilometres respectively) . The 
general validity of the expression (5) has been 
investigated by other workers (Barbier et al. C3o) , 
Carman and Kilfoyle C31 ), Roach and Smith C32) and 
Carman (33) ) and large variations in the value of A, B 
and H have been found to occu� with location and between 
successive nights. It has been suggested that the 
constant A may be attributable to contamination by OH 
emissions entering the optical systems (Peterson and 
Steiger C34) ) . (In the work for this thesis the OH 
emissions were taken into account and A found to be 
0 + 15 Rayleigh). In a theoretical approach to an 
emission formula, Peterson, Van Zandt and Norton (35) 
0 
11 
show that variations in 6300 A intensity would be expected 
for conditions of the atmosphere not allowed for in 
Barbier's formula. Such variations would show as 
different values of B and H for different occasions. 
This dependence of B and H on the atmospheric parameters 
can also be seen from the assumption that the 
reaction (4a) between molecular and once ionized oxygen 
0 
is the dominant reaction in determining the 6300 A 
emission, for in this case 
Rayleigh ( 6) 
If we assume the Chapman function for the electron density -
[e-Jh exp( 1 - z - exp(-z) ) e 
( 7) 
(where z = h - h -,,,,,---e , and where h is the height of the 
He 
electron density being considered he is the height of 
maximum electron density and He is electron scale height.) 
If we further assume that 
[02Jh = [02]h exp (-z') 
h - h O 
---
0 





is an arbitrary (where 
reference height 0and H
0 
is the molecular oxygen scale 




·Dt[02]h [e-Jh He exp(1-z-z'- exp(-z)) dz 0 
" -h0le 
The term in the integral is approximately zero 
near the airglow layer altitude of around 270 km. 
( 9 ) 
except 
Hence 
we can choose the arbitrary molecular oxygen reference 
height h
0 
so that z' = z at the airglow altitude. 
Then as 
270- h
0 270- h e 
Ho He 
L:xp(1- 2z - exp(-z) ) dz - exp(1J 
�e 
then from (9), (10) and (11) 
That is 
( 10) 
( 11 ) 
( 12 ) 
As h
0 
now varies with the conditions in the ionosphere 
(10) a further reference height k is taken so that 
which from (10) and from rearranging becomes 
12 
put 
[e J = 
where -








2 1 . 24 X electrons 
is measured in MH ) and equation ( 1 2 ) z 
I = B ( fo F texp ( - h ' f -
2oo
) 
6300 2 H 
200 and 
cm-3 ( where 
reduces to 
( 1 3 )  







and where c . g . s . units have been used . ( 1 4 ) 
It  will  be noted how closely the equation ( 1 3 )  
compares with Barbier ' s  formula ( 5 ) but the assumptions 
l eading to equation ( 1 3 )  show that the expression is 
also dependent on the electron scale height and the 




result in changes in the parameters B and H of 
Barbier ' s  formula. 
Further deviation of the emission from the formula 
1 3  
can be expected from a consideration of he and the 
quenching reaction ( 2 )  which was not considered in the 
foregoing analysis. A change in the height of the F-layer 
changes the height o� the airglow layer and consequently 
the rate of quenching of the O i D state. Such changes in 
quenching will affect the emission of the red airglow line 
resulting in further discrepancies between the airglow 
intensity observed and that calculated by Barbier ' s formula � 
Peterson et a1. C 35) , have developed a mo�e comprehensive 
emission formula incorporating con�ributions to the airglow 
intensity from the two sequences of reactions ( 3 )  and ( L ) . 
In recent years considerable doubt has arise� over 
whether the di ssociative recombination of nitri c oxide i s  
making any significant contribution t o  the 6300 A airglow 
intensity . Gilmore C 3s ) , Dalgarno and Walker c 37 )  have 
point ed out that the production of the excited oxygen 1 D 
state  by thi s  reaction ( 3b )  violates  the conservation of 
spin and that the only excit ed product like ly to result 
is the nitrogen 2D stat e , however it has been suggested  
that the resonant reaction 
( 1 5 ) 
where the ground stat e  oxygen is  exctted t o  the � D  stat e 
0 
could then cause a signifi cant contribution to  the 6300 A 
1 4  
airglow intensi ty . If  the l atter reaction ( 1 5 ) i s  to b e  
significant a rat e co effici ent that i s  great er than 1 0-1 2 
cm3 sec-1 would b e  required to  counter the deactivation of 
N ( 2D )  by colli sions with electrons ( Seaton C 3s ) ) . Thi s  
rate coefficient i s  poorly known and such a high value 
could not b e  excluded out o� hand . However , the se  
reactions would produc e no O ( i S )  at F region height s  and 
0 
consequently no 5577 A radiat ion which i s  contrary to  the 
rocket obs ervations of  Gulledge et al . (-'14) and airglow 
measurement s of Truttse  ( 39 )  that there can b e  a sabstantial 
ratio of as great as 1 to  4 of  the green to red for thi s 
altitude . Further ,  the simul ta..neous obs ervations of the 
green and red airglow over Rarotonga ( Chapt er IV) and the 
laboratory results of Zipf ( 40 )  indi cate  that the F-region 
lmo st solely from the di ssociative 
recombination of molecu ar oxygen (Reactions ( 4a) ( 4b ) . 
1 5  
For these reasons only the reactions (4a) and (4b) 
will be considered in the development of a theoretical 
expre s sion for the oxygen airglow intensitie s in the 
tropics. 
From the reaction (4a) the rate o� change in the 
concentr�tion of molecul r oxygen ion , collis ion fre quency 
is P terson et  al (35 ;  
ofo;J 
o t  - t, [oJ [o
+} - oC,[e ] [o!] - Div (-v [o;J ) < 16 ) 
Peter son et a1 C 35) have indicated that the time derivative 
term s and the divergence terms are small compared �itb the 
production and los s  terms over the bulk of the emi t ting 
region . Mirtov ( 41 ) and Holmes ,  John son and Yo ung C 42) have 
measured the height profiles of an.d 
and other ions at night with roc�et-borne 
mass  spectroneters and they found that at 250 km and above 
the concentration of [ o
2
+] exceeds that of [No+] , that 
the ionic species is  predo�inantly[ o+J and that other ions 
have relatively minor concentrations. Hence 
[o;J < 17  ) 
and from. the reaction (3a) producing nitric oxide ions -
( 1 8 ) 
From (1 6) (17) and (18 )  -
[ o:J 
� [ e J [oJ 
oc, [ e J + & � [ oJ ( 1 9  ) 
,. 
where 
oC1 � [ N2] 
ct. 2 01 [ 02] 
+ 1 
' 6 ' is  approximately constant with height due to the 
near equality of the scale heights of o2 and N2 and the 
fact that the temperature remains nearly constant with 
height in the F-region . The expected value of ' o ' is 
about 1 . 25. From the di s sociative recombination of 
molecular oxygen (Reaction 4b) and the quenching of 0 ( 1 D )  
by molecular oxygen and nitrogen (Reaction (2) ) the 
change in concentrations of the 0 ( 1 S) and 0( 1 D) states 
are -
and 
d [0 1 D] 
d t  
( 2 0 ) 
(where K8 and KD are the proportion of dis sociative 
recombination s that re sult in the production of o • s and 
o� D respectively and A1 are the Einstein transition 
coefficients of the excited oxygen states. ) Hence from 
Peterson et a1 C 3 5) and equations (20) and (21) 
��c<; [o;J [e ] ( 22 ) 
(� �s· Ko)oe,[o�[e J 
Ao + S0 [XY] 
( 23 ) 
1 6  
... 
1 7  
thus th e intensity of the 5577 A emission in Rayle ighs is 
( 24 ) 
and the intensity of the 6300 A emission in Rayle ighs is 
( 25 ) 
(where SD [XY ] is the quenching effect of reaction (2) ). 
This expression closely resembles that expected from 
Barbi er ' s  formula exc ept for the quench ing term and the 
nearly insignifi cant term relating to the depletion of the 
molecular oxygen ion ( 6 y [o2 ] ) . Th e nu�eri cal integration 
of these expressions (24) and (25) for various ele ctron 
layers , temperatures , quenching co effici ents and branching 
ratios is given in Appendix D. 
In solving the equations (24) and (25) for the airglow 
emission intensiti es th e importa.�ce of ionospheri c data 
cannot be overemphasized. Any attempt to compare ele ctron 
loss with airglow intensity , in a.D effort to re-calculate 
the reaction rates and the branching ratios which are not 
precisely known and to calculate the rate of ionospheri c 
recombination relies on ionospheri c data , so that the 
availability of this data should be considered before siting 
1 8  
an airglow observatory. 
The airglow emission at 6300 A in the intertropical 
arcs on either side of the magnetic equator appears to be 
closely related to the magnetic anomaly in the F region 
( Appleton ( 43 )and Barbier ( 44 ) ( 45) ( 46) . The arcs show 
fine structure ( Barbier and Glaume C
47 )  Carman and Gibson­
Wilde ( 43) , Steiger ( 49) and Steiger et al ( 5o ) ) and at an 
informal conference at the University of Hawaii in 1965 
and attended by F .  E .  Roach , W . R . Steiger , W. E. Brown , 
V . L .  Peterson , T .  E .  Van Zandt and G .  A .  M .  King the 
morphology of the tropical airglow a�cs was discussed . 
The University of Hawaii had been operating a scanning 
photometer for some years on Mount Haleakala , Hawaii , the 
results from which can be seen in a technical report ( 5 1 ) , 
a thesis by W. E .  Brown ( 52 ) and a paper by Vanzandt and 
Peterson C24 ) The scanning photometer showed fine 
structure in the airglow arcs dovm to 50 km scale-si ze . 
The desirability of lo cating a scanning photo�eter on 
Rarotonga was discussed . Rarotonga is a tropical 
island lying at 21 °s and is at a longitude such that there 
is a unique coincidence of the geophysical and geographical 
parameters which , when taken together with its magnetic 
conjugacy with Hawaii , offers considerable advantages as 
an observing station for upper atmospheric measurements 
( see figure 1 ) . The only other posit ion offering 
comparable conditions with tho se of the Haleakala and the 
Rarotongan observatories would be over the At lantic 
geomagnetic anomaly where no suitable pair of isl9Jlds 
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exist at conjugat e point s . The siting of an airglow 
observatory was organised by G . A. M .  King then Superint endent 
of the Geophysics  Division of the New Zealand Department of 
Scientifi c  and Industrial Research. 
I t  was de sired that the s canning photometer should 
have a dete ction s ensitivity of 1 0  Rayl eigh and have a 
reso lution of i0 while covering an area 20° by 20° in a 
t otal scanning time of 1 0  minutes obs erving both the 
0 0 
5577 A and 6300 A airglow emis sion . The design , 
construction and installation of the photometer on 
Rarotonga was undert aken by C. L. Mil e s , a member of the 
University of Cant erbury staf½ whil e the op eration of the 
photometer on Rarotonga and the int erpretation of the results  
was undertak en by  the pre sent writ er . 
The s canning photomet er was op erat ed on Rarotonga 
for two p eriods , one in the wint er of 1 969 and the other 
in the wint er of 1 970 . The winter periods were cho s en as 
it was considered that the wint er season was the drier and 
should provide clearer nights . The met eorological report s 
from Rarotonga although confirming a dry season in wint er 
also show littl e  distinction between number of clear night s 
in any of the s easons . ( Se e  Table  1 ) . The low numb er of 
night s per month that can be expected to be clear is 
typical of  mo st tropical stations at low altitude (Wei11G3 � 
and the number of night s during which observations were 
made was only slightly l es s  than that number predict ed by 
the meteorological servi ce  ( s ee  Table II ) . 
TABLE I 
The average number of night s per month over the last 
1 0  years in which the cloud cover has been ¾th or less for 
2 0  
Rarotonga , Aitutaki and P enrhyn are shown below. The data 
has been split into 3 recording time s and the bracket s 
indicate typical sunset cloud is pre s ent at the se  time s . 
This information was supplied by Mr. N . G . Rob ert son of the 
New Z ealand Meteorological Servic e . 
Month Rarotono-a "� Aitutaki Penrhyn 
1 930 2230 01 30 1 930 01 30 1 930 2230 01 30 
Jan ( 1 . 3 ) 3 . 0 3. 1 1 . 4 1 . 2 2. 0 2 . 5 2 . 5 
Feb ( 1 . 3 ) 3. 3 3 . 9 0. 0 0. 4 1 . 1 2. 3 1 . 3 
March 2. 4 4 . 3 4 . 2 0 . 6  0. 6 1 . 8 1 . 8 1 . 3 
April 3. 8 3 . 5 4 . 1 0 . 6 0 . 6 2. 6 2. 1 1 . 6 
May 3 . 5 4 . 4  5 . 0 1 . 1 0. 6 3 , 6 3. 9 3 . 1 
June 4. 7 4. 2 6 . 6 1 . 2 0. 7 2. 2 2 . 4 1 . 7 
July 6 . 3 5. 4 5. 7 1 . 8 0. 9 2. 3 3. 3 3. 5 
August 4 . 5 3 , 6 3 . 5 1 . 9 0 . 9 5 . 0 4. 7 2. 7 
S ept 4 . 6 3 . 5 4 . 1 1 . 5 '1 . 0  2. 8 3 . 2 3. 9 
Oct 3. 4 3 . 3 3. 6 0 . 5 0. 8 
I 
3 . 8 2 . 8 2 . 3 
Nov I 3 . 1 3. 5  5 . 4 1 . 0 0. 7 3 . 1 3 , 3 2. 1 
De c ' 1 . 3 ) 3. 7 3 . 6 0. 2 0 . 8 1 . 7 1 . 5 1 . 4 
Total (40 . 4) 45 . 7 52. 8 1 0 . 8 9 . 2 32. 0 33. 8 26. 4 
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TABLE II 
Data available from the Airglow photometer on Raro tonga . 
Date Ob servation Plot s Distu:vbanc e s  No . TV Signal s 
Aug 1 - 1 Yes  1 1940-2440 M 
1969 4 1 930-2315 2 ? 1 930-221 5  w 
5 1930-2200 7 2000-2135 2030-2400 w 
6 - 1 Ye s · 1 1942-2408 M 
8 2140-2405 2 -2405- 1 +  None 
1 4  241 5-2610 5 -241 5-2500 2+ 2120-2440 w 
1 5  2150-2931 18  -2150-2500 4 2030-2240 w 
16 1 91+ 7-2804 10 21 30-2200 2 1 940-21 20 w 
21 1 928-2141 5 -2117- 1 1930-2300 M 
22 2215 1 ? None 
Sept 2 2140-2438 14 -2140-2400 3 1940-2420 I S 
1 969 5 2000-2324 8 - None I 
I s 12 1930-2435 10 21 00-2430 4+ 1945-2340 
I s 13 1 932-2138 10 1 935-2138 4+ 1 900-2320 
1 5  2025-2909 
I 
33 2025-2322 3 1945-2405 I VS I 
... 
16  1920-2632 32 2116-2400 1 2035-2345 
l w I 
18  1 910-2730 32 1959-2048 1 1
2015-2300 · w  
19 2430 1 -2430- i 1 +  
1
1 947-2500 M 
28 2040-21 38 5 20 53-2138- 1 +  2000-2410 s 
Oct 3 2313-2337 2 -231 3-2337- 1+ 1958-2412 M 
1 969 8 2028-2334 13 2152-2324- 2+ 2040-242 5 M 
9 2345 1 - None I 
Tabl e II cont inued 
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Dat e Ob servat ion Plots  Dis turbanc e s  No . TV Signal s  
Oct 11 2005-2404 18 None 2045-2120 w 
13 2022-2250 8 -2125-2250 3+ 1905-2350 s 
15 1937-2021 3 2021- 1+ 1920-2340 M 
29 2018-2034 2 - None 
30 1932-2134 10 - None 
31 2126-2442 6 None 1935-2335 M 
Nov 1 2410-2453 4 - 2000-2325 / w 
1969 5 1939-2707 16 None None 
8 2058-2618 15 2238-2600 1 2040-2105 vw 
13 2143-2829 9 None None 
I 
April 9 2032-2055 2 -2032- 1847-2237 
1970 10 1927-2110 7 - 2205-2317 
11 1944-2643 17 2553-2643 1 ND 
25 1919-2131 3 - None 
27 1925-2141 6 - None 
28 1958-2932 16 -1959 1 1911-2007 
29 1847-2925 22 None None 
30 1925-2715 16 None None 
May 1 I 2352-2458 5 
- None 
1970 2 2312-2623 13 2348-2623 1 2300-2421 
3 
I 
2046-2540 11 2300-2508 1 2130-2332 
4 1948-2005 2 1948-2005 1+ 2052-2342 
5 1916-2926 34 1916-2606 7 1910-2 519 
Table II  cont inued 
Dat e Ob servat ion I Plots 
May 6 1 933-2446 1 9  
1970 8 1 909-2530 23 
1 1  2447-2504 2 
1 2  1 901 -2402 1 3  
23 1847-2024 7 
24 2008-2205 9 
25 1923-2400 1 6  
30 1947-2732 22 
June 7 1 842-2200 1 2  
I 
1970 8 2059-2446 14  
26 1934-1 944 2 
29 1 855-2330 1 7/1 
30 21 32-2943 21 
July 1 1 91 8-2126 I 5 
1 970 2 1 923-21 04 I 3 
4 1 843-2752 22 
5 19 33-2300 12 
6 1 9'1 4-2122 1 6  
7 201 8-2232 6 
1 3  1 922-2140 9 
24 1900-2249 5/5 
25 2350-2607 6 
27 2207-241 0 6/6 
29 1 921 -2052 I 2/2 
Disturbances  No . 
1 933-2446 3 
2001 -2530 3 




-1 923-2400- 3+ 
-1 947-2503 3 





I -2126- 1 
1 937-21 04 2+ 
None 
2220-2 300 1 +  
1 945-2122 1 +  
-
2200- 1 +  
1 923-2249 2+ 
-
-2207-241 0  4 
-




f F Channe I I! o 2 only 
None 
1 941 -2322 


















21 1 9-2404 
23 
Table II cont inued 
Dat e Ob servat ions Plots  I 
Aug 5 221 0-241 0 8/1 
1 970 7 2022-2245 7/4 
26 2059 1 
Sept 3 1 91 8-2537 1 1  
1 970 6 221 9-231 8 3/3 
7 2158-291 6  1 4/6 
24 2245-2631 8 
25 21 44-2312 3/3 
Oct 1 9  21 04-21 52 2/2 
1 970 
Nov . 2 1 934-2350 7/7 
1 970 3 Clo se down 
Total s : -
Days of ob servation 
Hours of ob servation 
Number of recordings-
in the red , 
and in the green , 
Notes : 
Disturbanc es  
-221 0-241 0 
-
-2059-










802 plot s , 
53 plots . 
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No . TV Signal s 
3+ 1 947-2450 
None 
1 +  1 922-241 6 
2 1 954-2420 
2+ 1 927-2427 
3 1 927-231 7 
1 +  1 937-2353 
1 +  2049-2328 
1930-2123 
2021 -21 38 
( 1 )  The notation normally used for time has been ext ended 
so that 2926 hrs on 5th May would in actual fact be 0526 hr s 
on 6th May . 
(2 ) Under the column headed ' Plots ' the numeral s A/B 
indicate the numb er of TI recordings taken that night and 
where A is the number of plot s in the red airglow line and 
B is the numb er of plots  taken in the green line . 
(3) Under the column he aded ' No . 1 are give the number of 
disturbances seen on that night . The ' + '  indicates  the 
po ssibility that more disturbances might have been seen 
had there been clearer weather . 
(4) Under T. V. signal s : - ND - no data ; and in strength 
V = very , W = weak , M = medium , S = strong . 
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The photometer was installed in August 1 969 and 
operated  on clear night s  for the p eriod between then and 
November 1 969 and it was again operat ed for the p eriod 
2 6  
from April 1 970 t o  November 1 970 , a total time of 1 2  months . • 
During thi s  peri od the photometer performed virtually to 
expectations observing detail in the tropi cal airglow arcs 
to the limit of  its  resolution . The detai ls  ob served had 
scale-si z e s of less  than 1 5  km and occurred during 
di sturbed conditions in both the airglow and the ionosphere . 
These  di sturbances wi ll b e  describ ed more fully in 
the Chapter IV . 
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Chapter II 
The Airglow Photometer Used on Rarotonga 
In this chapter a brief outline of the design and 
working features of the photometer is given. It was found 
that the photometer performed to its design requirements 
except that its sensitivity was not sufficient to distinguish 
1 0  Rayleigh intensity from the background noise the working 
sensitivity being about 25 Rayleigh. 
In the construction of t he photometer use was made of 
a Fortress Mark II Projec tor . (A military designation of 
a Searchlight built during World War II. ) The use of a 
searchlight appeared to have the advantage of a ready made 
90 cm diameter spherical mirror of an optical quality 
sufficient to provide a i0 resolution and the advant age of 
convenient vertical and horizont al drives. Complementary 
to the searchlight there was constructed a small trailer 
to carry the recording equipment and to control the movement 
of the photometer. On Rarotonga the searchlight was 
installed in a collapsible shed and the instrument trailer 
was housed in a small shed 30 feet away. 
(i) The Scanning Mechanism See figure 5 
To obtain coverage of a 20 by 40 degree field use was 
made of the horizont al and vertical drives in the searchlight. 
By using limit swit ches and appropriate relays the hori zont al 
movement of the searchlight was limited to either 20 or 40 
degrees. The sliding of the driving motor on reversing was 
28 
minimi sed by  applying a 24 V DC braking current to the 
motor . Thi s braking current was lat er found to be  causing 
voltage spikes in the re cording equipment and cons equent ly 
the circuit shown in figure 5 has been modified to 
include transi ent suppression circuits. Whi le the 
horizontal drive was exe cuting a ' back ' and ' forth ' motion 
a stepping motor was introduced to move the mirror by ¾ ,  
½ ,  1 or 2 degrees  in the vertical direction at the end of 
each ' back ' motion . The el evation step mot ion was 
re stri cted by limit switche s  to a 20 degree fi eld . For 
recording purpos e s  the photometer ' s  position at any instant 
was measured by the two referenc e pot ent iometers labelled 
X and Y in figure 5 and 10 
(ii) Filter Assembly See  figure 7 
To obtain a low total background to airglow ratio three 
0 
interferenc e filters having a pas sbands of 8 A and having 
0 0 0 o 
peak transmi s sion s at 5578 A ,  6303 A and 6339 A at 28 C 
were used . The s e  filters were fastened to a servo -rotat ed 
di sc positioned in the optical path. The peak transmission 
of the filters shifts with temperature and this  neces sitated 
some form of t emperature control in the filter chamber. The 
circuit shown could maint ain the chamber at up to 12°c above 
ambi ent temperature and it was found that a filter 
t emperature of 30°c suited the equipment and conditions on 
Rarotonga . 
(iii)Fi lter Swi tching See figure 8 
As it was de sirable to obs erve the two airglow lines 
Figure 4 





• Moui.  
I l lus trat ion of t he area normally obs e rve d 
by the scanning photom eter. Heig hts are 
on a 3 to 1 ex panded scale 
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( 5577 and 6300 A) concurrent ly and to  subtract out the 
light due t o  background radiation , the three filters were 
switched in step . 1rhe 6339 .r., backer.round filter was ini ti::1 lly 
chosen ...,ecause the Sc:1 T'.1e . in 1 Hyd roxyl emission ban( spans 
both the 6300 .a and 6339 � filtE· rs. The unwanted hydroxyl 
emis s ion can thus be subtra cted if tl1e t ackground filter is 
iuct ic iously chosen so  tn.E t it tr· 1s  .. its '· ortion of t . i.e s: . me 
hydroxyl band equi valen7 in intensi t� to  th& t 1,assed b;;. the 
6300 . 1.  .fil tt r. . .-he 1 the centre frenuenc of t 1e back ·ro1.:nd 
' ilter w · 1 :  c · 10sen it was unfortun, te the effec ts  of the 
photometer 01 tics  ·:. , re not · . cc.::.r tel · kno' If t· 1e h· d 
bei , it would he ve been seen the f filter centrpr-1 on 63?.q a 
would iave balanced the hyc rox l e niss ion throug-h both 
filter s. bee table III for the rel f tive transmissions of 
the h· rdroxyl b, • ric-1 s of the two fil te 'S used. uubtr , ction 
was achieved by storing the 6300 A or 5577 A signal in a 
1 20 position capacitor store on one horizontal sweep of the 
photometer and subtracting the related background signal 
0 
with �he sweep back on the 6339 A filter. Switching of the 
filters was achieved with a cyclic counting circuit causing 
changing of the filters in the sequence Red , Background , 
Green , Background , Red , etc. 
( iv)  Photometric Detector See figure 6 
By using a dry ice cooled E. M. I. 9698 QBM Phototube 
running at 1 500 V a  dark current of 5 x 1 0-1 2  amp s was 
obtained. Cooling was neeessary as the ambient temperature 
dark current was in the order of 3 x 1 0- 9 amps' and the 
0 
signal from a clear moonles s night through the 6339 A 
b k . -1 0 ac ground filter was 6 x 1 0  amps. It was noted however 
TABLE III 
Meinel OH Bands ( 54) 
3 8  
Band Wave�ength Relative 
V ' -V"  (A)  Intensiti e s ( R )  
Det8cted Intensiti6s ( R )  
6300 A Filter 6339 A Fi lter 
5-0 6290 . 2 0 . 4 . 05 . o  
6296 . 2 0 . 7  . 39 . o  
6321 . 6 0 . 1  . o  . o 
6326 . 8 0 . 2  . o  . 02 
9-3 6279 . 2  3 . 0  . 03 . o  
6287 . 6 8 . 4  . 50 . o  
6298 . 7 4 . 3  3 . 70 . o 
6306 . 8  1 0 . 1 3 . 03 . o  
6321 . 7 3 . 9  . 04 . 01 
6329 . 2 8 . 5  . o  2 . 29 
6348 . 2 2 . 8  . o  . 1 7  
6355 . 1 5 . 5 . o  . 1 1 
Total 7 . 74 R 2 . 60 
o -1 0 that cooling to O C reduced  the dark current to 1 0  amp s 
and thi s l evel would have been tolerable . The phototube 
current was measured by a picoammeter the head of which 
R 
was mounted near the Photomultiplier . The picoammeter 
unfortunat ely had a time delay of 16 th second at the l evels 
at whi ch me asur ements were made so that the capac itor store 
was fitted with an adjustable mechani cal time delay on 
reading out . 
--
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(v) Optics See figure 9 
It was found that by using a corrector lens to 
compensate for the spherical surface of the mirror a 
reasonable image could be obtained. This image was later 
measured experimentally using stars as point sources , 
(see Appendix E) and it was found that within the accuracy 
required these images at the field stop could be described 
by 
I - I 0 exp (- 25 x2 ) C 26 ) 
(where x is in cm across the field stop). The lens system 
first collimated the light through the filters then focused 
the mirror on to the photocathode of the photomultiplier 
tube . The light was collimated into a 5° cone which was found 
to be tolerable with the filters used. (See Chapter III). 
To prevent condensation from collecting on the cooled 
phototube an evacuated chamber and dry region were mounted 
in front of the tube. 
(vi) Control Unit See figures 10 , 11 
The control and readout for the photometer waE mounted 
on a trailen The trailer included a power regulator 
(necessary on Rarotonga) , operational amplifiers and their 
power supplies , high voltage power supply and t ' ,e switching 
for the selection of output and the Ti recorders. 
�ii) Calibration Standards 
Two methods of introducing a tritium phosphor source 
as a standard lamp were tried. The first method involved 
the swinging of  the source in front of  the field stop . 
Thi s method was later abandoned as it  was not pos sible  to 
swing the lamp accurat ely into the same po siti on for each 
obs ervation . We found the se cond m ethod of using a fibre 
opti c  eliminat ed these  problems . 
TABLE IV 
Specifications of Photometer 
Mirror diameter 
Filter housing diameter 





Scan area (Verti cal by hori z ontal ) 
Verti cal scan step 
20° x 40° or 20° x 20° 
¾o , Jo , 1 0 or 20 
Scan time ( one 40° swe ep ) 
Phototube 
Phototube co oling 
Field of vi ew 
Standard lamp 
Filters : -
1 4 . 8  sec . 
EMI 9698 QBM 
Dry ice  to - 70°c 
32 minut es o f arc 
Tritium pho sphor 
( The Peak Transmi ssion , Transmi ssion and Band Pass 
refer to the fi lter charact eri stic s in perpendi cularly 
incident light while Insitu transmi ssi on refers to their 
eff ective perfo rmance when the photometer optics are 
considered .) 
Op erating temp 30°c 
Background : - Peak transmi s sion 
Transmi ssion 
6339 A 
61 . 5% 
Table IV Continued 
Band Pas s 
Red : -
Green : -
Performanc e : -
Ins itu transmi s sion 
Peak transmi ssion 
Transmission 
Band Pas s 
Insitu transmi s si on 
Peak transmi s s ion 
Transmission 
Band Pas s  
Insitu transmi ssion 
Phototub e dark current at Dry I c e  
temperature and at 1500 V -
. '.oise p - P , 0 . 1 ,e c . inte-.... "t ion 
Phototube dark current at 30°c 
and 1 500 V -
0 
8 . 7 A 
0 





7. 7 A 





8 . 7  
0 
61% at 5575  A 
5 X 10-12amp 
+ 4 - -12 X 10 amp 
3 X 10-9 amp 
+ 5 X 10-10 amp -
41 
oise n - n .  0 . 1 sec . inte ·  ration 
Signal from phototube for airglow 
emis sion in the red 6. 4 x 10-
12amp/Rayl eigh 
Phototub e re sponse to clear moonless  
night on background filt er 
Signal from Phototub e for airglow 
-10 6 X 10 amp 
emi ssion in the green 2 . 2 x 10-11amp/Rayl eigh 
Capacitor l e akage rat e . 1% per minute 
oise on s · �nal from s·-r reduced �v 
scint illation at 10° elevation 1 ';!J/o of signal 
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( viii ) The method of recording the output from the Photometer 
The recording equipment was l o cat ed on the auxiliary 
trailer and connect ed to the photometer with 50 foot cabl e s . 
As  explained in the previous section on filters it  was 
pos sibl e by the use  of the capac itor store to  subtract out 
the background light s ignal from the signal produc ed from 
the filter centered on the airglow l ine . Thi s signal 
voltage  was added to the voltage from the vertical position 
reference pot entiometer on t he photometer and fed into an 
XY recorder as the Y signal . The vo ltage from the 
hori zontal position referenc e potentiometer was fed to the 
XY recorder as the X signal . The pen on the Y:Y plotter 
was only operated on the subtract or ' back ' motion of the 
photometer . Thi s system obtained the Y:Y Plot as shown in 
figure 1 6 . 
When two recorders were operated one recorded only the 
' back ' or subtract motion of the photometer when the red 
filter was in position , the other recorded only when the 
gre en filter was in positi on . It  was pos sible to record 
only in the Red or the Green by adjusting the filter cycle . 
Chapter I II 
The Calibration of the Photometer and the 
Reduction of the Results 
1 .  Calibrat ion 
There are , in the main , three  methods by whi ch a 
calibration of an airglow photometer in t erms of absolut e 
intensity may be  achi eved. They are :  
( 1 ) The calibrati on of the photometer in the laboratory 
in simulated operat ing conditions , against  a standard 
source and its recalibration at regular int ervals. 
( 2) The use of a calibrated secondary sour c e  in the 
photometer whi ch is returne d to the laboratory at regular 
intervals for recalibration .  
( 3 )  The use of a star o r  integrat ed st arlight as a 
standard light source that is periodi cally referenc ed 
during observations . 
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Of the three methods the first is the most desirable 
although it is seldom ever used in practice as the 
photometer is usually located in a situation remote  from a 
laboratory. In the case of the scanning photometer used on 
Rarotonga this would have been a very diffi cult method to 
use as there was no laboratory ne ar the sit e and the cost 
of maintaining the nec essary calibration equipment on 
Rarotonga would have been prohibitive. 
The method chosen for calibrating the photometer was 
dictat ed by its unusual nature and was a combination of the 
methods 1 ,  2 and 3 .  
4 4  
I f  i t  is appreciated that the photometer incorporat es 
( a) a mirror of dubious opt ical quality 
( b )  narrow pass band interf erenc e filt ers 
( c) the collimation of the light through the filter 
syst em to within 5° and 
( d) a larg e aperture 
the di fficult ies in calibrating the photometer become 
obvious. The large spheri cal mirror used produc ed an 
image of a point after co�rection for spheri cal aberrat ion 
that was approximately Gaussian (see App endix E). Suc h  an 
image gives the photomet er an ill-defined angular resolution . 
Diagrams of the photometer response to a point source at 
diff erent angles to the principal axis are shown in Figure 
12. The large ' wings ' of the curve coupled with the . filter 
response  to them make calibration using either a uniform 
sourc e or a point source difficult. The filters used had 
pass bands of about 8 A whi ch moved as a who le  with 
0 0 
t emp erature at a rate of 0. 1 4 A/C and as a consequence 
they required thermally stable  surroundings. Their 
t emp erature was maintained at 30 + 1 °c . Even though a 
consist ent transmission response was thus assured the pass 
band of the filter was somewhat modified by the change in 
the fi lter transmission with the inc ident angle of the 
accept ed light. The large aperture , short focal length and 
the si ze  of the filters used meant that the light passing 
through the filt ers could only be collimat ed to within 5° 
of parallel . The eff ect of this imperf ect collimation is 
0 1 mi n. 
0 
Figure 1 2  
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The diagram shows two sweeps of a po int source 
namely the star Arcturus acro s s  the field of view of 
the photometer in two mutually perpendicular directions . 
Inset shows the shape of the image of the star at the 
field stop that may be inferred . 
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shown in figure 1 3  f o r  both uniform and point sources. In 
the calculations for these curves account was taken of the 
angular resolution of the photometer , the flux expected at 
varying angles to  the filters , the transmission of the 
filters at these angles and whether the source was a point 
or uniform. 
With regard to the difficulties peculiar to the 
s canning photometer the following method was adopted. The 
electrical system was made as stable as possible and light 
of known intensity was fed into the optical train at 
interval s during observation. This allowed an assessment 
of the phototube and amplifier response as well as 
comparisons of the fluxes from stars and from t he airglow 
to  be made at any time. 
The calibration of this secondary light source using 
the method of a standard lamp and MgO screen described by 
Kulkarni and Sanders ( 55) and Smith and Alexander (56) 
could not be done easily for the reasons of aperture , poor 
reso lution and filter transmis sion changes as described 
previously. It  was decided therefore t o  use the stars of 
wel l known magnitude and spectral type listed in Table V as 
standard light sources. It was felt that the calculations 
involved would be no more difficult than tho se for a large 
illuminated screen in the laboratory. 
( i) Calculation 
To calibrate the secondary light source it was neces sary 
t o  evaluate the following quantities :  The photon flux at the 
photomultiplier for a star was calculated from 
47 
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TABLE V 
Stars used for Calibration of 
the Airglow Photometer 
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Code c 57 ) gives the value of the flux reaching the 
outside of the eart�s atmo sphere from a star of a visual 
magni tude of 0 . 0  and Colour index B - V = 0 . 0  as 3 . 8 x 10-9 
0 -2 -1 -1 erg . cm • s ec  A He al so gives corrections for the 
magnitudes of cert ain spectral type s with wavelength. 
The following stars were us ed in the calibration of 
the photomet er 
No . Name of Constel lation Spectral Magni tud� Magnitudg 
Star Type at 5577 A at 6300 A 
1 Vega a Lyrae AO V 0. 03 0. 20 
2 Arcturus a. Booti s K2 III p -0. 06 -0. 45 
I 3 Altair a. Aquilae A7 V 0. 77 0 . 85 
4 Deneb a. Cygni s A2 I a 1. 26 1 . 41 
6 Aldebaran a. Tauri s K5 III 0 . 80 0. 29 
7 Regulus a. Leoni s B7 V 1. 33 1. 52· 
10 Rigel f3 Orioni s BS I a 0. 16 0. 35 
11 Alnilam £ Orioni s BO I a 1 . 80 2. 00 
12 Capella a. Aurigae GO 0. 07 -0. 02 
13 Procyon a. Canis Mnoris F5  V 0. 34 0. 29 
14 Pollux f3 Gemini s KO III  1. 15 0. 80 




C 27 ) 
where 
AC A , cS ) = exp C - CC  A)  MC 6) ) ( 28 )  
Bs (�, 1)dAd1 is  the number of photons from the st r 
��s thro the filter t angles � to o/Td'f nct 
wavele  �t A to A�dA , ri (A ,�) is  the 
transmission of fi lter ' i ' at angle � and wavelength A ,  
A(A , o ) i s  the atmospheric transmittance along a ray path 
at elevation o and where C (A ) is  the atmospheri c extincti on 
co effici ent and M (c ) i s the atmospheric mass . 
i The photon flux PI at the photomult ipli er from a 
uniform source at the z enith of I photons 
column was calculated from the expression 
-1 -2 s cm vertical 
where the symbols have the same meaning as above . If the 
spectral response of the photomultipli er was S ( A
i
) amps 
-1 photon and its response to the secondary source and star 
were Li and B amps respectively then the secondary source s 
i s  equivalent to PL
i photons at the phototube  where 
( 30 )  
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and 
Finally if  equation ( 29 )  can be expres sed as 
Pr' - TJCo> · I · 9C6 } ( 31 } 
H i s the assumed 
height of the airglow layer and 11i ( o )  represents the rest 
of  the integral ( 29 )  then the secondary source i s equivalent 
*'* 
t o  a uniform source of I i L Rayl eighs being obs erved by the 
photomet er where 
( 32 )  
and where the approximation has been made that S (A� i s  
constant acros s  the band width of  the f ilter i . The value 
IL
i was then used to calibrat e any airglow s ignal onc e the 
absorpti on co effi ci ent of the atmosphere C( A) was det ermined 
for the t ime the measurements were made. 
( ii )  Calculation of Filter Transmittanc e 
The overall transmi ttance of  a fi lter vari e s  greatly 
with the angle of the incident radi at ion . This variat ion i s 
more marked the narrower the pass band of the interference 
filter. Blifford ( 5B ) has writt en a revi ew of the factors 
affecting the performanc e of  commercial int erference filters 
and the theory following has been taken from thi s article. 
* 
* *  rhe Van nnijn  expre s sion . 1 'ayle igh = �he emis sion of 4 x 10 J �hotons from a cm-
vert ical c olumn 
The function Ti (A , cp ) can b e  determined from the 
relations - ( a )  th e ,shift in the peak transmi s sion �\( cp) 
for light at an inci dent angle cp is given by : 
- p cp
2 
C 33 ) 
where P i s a constant dependent on the filter , ( b )  the 
change in the band width �b ( cp ) i s  given by 
C 34 ) 
where x = Pcp2 \i/bi ' 
and ( c )  the change in p ercentage transmission i s  dep endent 
on th e mat erials used in the manufacture of  the filter and 
can be  only det ermined experimentally. Thi s change was 
taken as comparing clo sely with that given by the simple 
expre s sion 
f "'T-,0, , t:p > d ?..  - constant , C 35 > 
The function T ( \, cp) was never calculat ed expli citly 
as all int egrations were done numeri cally by a comput er 
and it  was sufficient to  apply to each ray path tho se 
modifications impli ed by equations ( 3 3 ) ( 34) and ( 35 ) . In 
figure 1 3  the change in eff ective transmi ttance i s  shown 
for the photome ter when vi ewing po int sources and uniform 
sourc es . 
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( iii) The Calculation of Atmospheri c Transmittance 
This can be determined from the expression 
52 
AC 'A , CP> - exp(- C(i\) M( & )  > C 28 )  
once the extinction coefficient C ( A )  i s  known . The number 
of zenith air masses along a light path at elevation 6 is 
well known ( 59) so that by observing a star of known 
magnitude and comparing its signal with signal expected 
from the star for a ' clear ' atmosphere the extinction 
coeffi cient can be determined for any time on any night . 
This coefficient was determined every � hour while 
observat ions were made . The calculat ion of the signal 
expected from a star in a ' clear ' atmosphere was first 
attempted by using the values obtained for a clear 
atmosphere over North Ameri ca . However in using these 
values to  determine the number of  photons reaching the 
photocathode from the secondary source (PL
i ) the figure 
1 4a obtained showed a strong dependenc e on the elevati on 
at which  the star was viewed. This indi cated that a wrong 
value for the extinction coefficient had been used . Those 
values that were found to show the least dependence with 
elevati on were - ( shown in figure 14b ) 
C ( 6300 A)  = 0. 1 43 
C ( 5577 A) = 0 . 1 92 
( iv) The Cal culation of the Flux from a Star 
The function Fs
i ( A , �) was laboriously determined from 
-� 
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FIGUR E 1 4  
C a )  
Dderminat ion of the 
atmospheric 
ext inct ion 
coe f f ic ient 
( b )  
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a detai l ed knowl edge of the photometer opti c s . The designer 
of t he opti cal system , N .  V .  Rumsey of the D . S . I . R . , 
provi ded detai l s  on what angles pencils  of light from the 
f i eld stop passed through the int erference f i lters ( i . e . 
num eri cal data was obtained for the function 
Soi x ,  (3 )  C 36 ) 
(where � i s  the angle  the pencil of light from a point in 
the field stop at radius x and angle  � ,  pas s ed through 
the filter ) 
Hence Fs
i ( A, �) can b e  determined from the relat ions ( 26) 
and ( 36 ) and the expression 
C 37 ) 
(where f (A ) i s  the photon flux from the star incident on 
1 cm2 of the earth ' s  out er atmosphere , R1 and R2 are the 
aperture radii and k i s  the focal l ength of the mirror ) . 
The values of thi s  function were generat ed numeri cal ly 
by the computer . 
( v) The Calculation of the Flux from a Uniform Source 
The flux reaching 
from an annular source 
co lumn with its centre 
the fi eld stop of the 
of int ensity I photon 
on the principal axi s 
photometer 
-2 - 1  cm s vertical 
and subt ending 
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an angle 2a at centre of the mirror i s  ( s ee  figure 1 5 ) 
t I A oC doc C 3 8 > 
( where  atmospheric ab sorption has been neglected and where 
A i s  the area of the mirror . )  If a point on thi s annular 
source  has its  image centred ka cm from the centre of the 
field stop then from ( 26)  and ( 38 )  ( s ee  figure 15 ) the 




+ I A expC-25x2) · 2 Cos·t "\t�k.<� x dx de( C 39 ) 
koC + ra > X > koC - r a 
Hence for all such point s and all annular sourc e s  the photon 
flux at the interferenc e filters i s  given by expressions 
( 36) , ( 39 ) and 
where 
-1 [ r: - x2- Ck�>21 
Cos 
2 koe x -J 2 7rR x dx dR doc C 40  > 
... 
Principal I axis 
annular source -�==r=�;.:::� intensity 
1 Mirror l area A 
Field stop 
lJgure 1 5  
The geomet r ical construct i on 
used to develop equat ion 4 0 .  
56 
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( vi ) The Error Inherent in Det erming Absolute Intensity 
The error in the calibration of the secondary source , 
modified by the errors involved in calculating atmo spheric 
extinction give s the error in the value for the absolut e 
airglow int ensity . 
The values obtaine d for the equivalent intensi ty of 
the secondary source in terms of a uniform source at the 
two wavelengths were -
I 6300 L 
= 390 + 105  Rayleigh 
and IL 
5577 
= 1 1 4  + 31 Rayleigh 
these  errors aro se from contributions from the following 
( a)  error in star magnitude 1% 
( b )  measurements of the amplifier response 6% 
( c ) measurement of the elevation of the stars 1% 
( d) error in interpreting figure ( 14) 5% 
( e )  probable error in assuming image shape ( 26 ) 4% 
( f )  assumption S( Ai ) , C ( Ai ) ,  f ( Ai ) and 
equation ( 35)  ( see Blacker and Gadsden(
60 ) ) 3% 
( g ) assuming that the trit ium phosphor 
secondary source was constant over 6 months 
( Blacker and Gadsden( 60 ) , Smith and 
Alexander( 56) ) 7% 
T otal error 27% 
In using this value for the standard lamp it i s  found that 
the errors involved in the calculat ion of the absolute 
airglow int ensity i s  only slightly increased by a 
58 
c onsideration of atmospheric absorption. This is because 
in the calcul at ion for th� atmospheric extinction coefficient 
the errors from sources ( a) , ( e ) and ( g) are l argely 
cancelled . However the errors in measurement ( b) and ( c) 
again occur so the net error from these factors is 
estimated at 24% . Not included in these calculations is 
the error that arises from assuming that there is no light 
scattering by the aerosols of the atmosphere . This 
scattering affects the estimate of  the int ensity of a 
uniform sourc e as light is scattered into the optical path 
of the photometer from regions that were not being viewed. 
Small angle scattering was in part compensated for in the 
estimation of the image of  a star . Wolst encroft and Van 
Breda( ?O ) have det ermined the scattered light from a uniform 
unpolarised source of unit brightness . They find that at 
sea level and at an elevation of 20° the contribution from 
singly scattered light is 0 . 1 01 and suggest the contribution 
would be 0 . 1 1 1  when the eff ects of multiscatter are taken 
into account . The correction necessary to the absolut e 
int ensity to account for scatt ering has not be en made as 
the correction necessary would be difficult to  determine 
since t he airglow int ensity is far from uniform over the 
whole sky . Taking account o f  the non-uniformity in airglow 
intensity and the region usually observed ,  it is considered 
that the absolut e airglow intensities shown could be reduced 
by about 5% at peak int ensities and by about 100/4 in the 
regions of lower int ensity. 
2. Reduction of the Result s  
Knowing the airglow intensity that would produce the 
same response  as the secondary source  it was possibl e  to 
translate  the XY plots obtained from the recording 
equipment of the photometer into  spatial contour maps of 
overhead intensity. The spatial maps  had the advantage 
59 
over the original photometer output as they lacked the 
distortions of the XY plots , had easily measurable distanc es  
and showed approximat ely the z enith intensities. 
In the translation from one form t o  the other (shown 
in figure 1 6  ) use was made of the University of Canterbury ' s  
IBM 360 Computer and 1 627 p lott er. It  was unfortunat e that 
the data from the photometer was not in a form readable by 
the computer. The use of a paper tape· output on the 
photometer was considered and decided against because many 
more records would have been lo st over those  obtained as 
in such an output system it would be virtually impossible 
to correct for the distortions caused by cloud. The method 
adopted involved reading 800 data points  per XY plot by 
hand and punching their values on computer cards. 
Each data point read was on an integer scale from 
0 to 99. The value of the secondary source (or standard 
lamp ) was normally about 30 so  that this method gave an 
added error between successive point s of ± c>/4 in the Red 
and similarly ± 1% in the Green. Also punched on 
cards were the position co-ordinates , the field of view , 
the respons e of the phomometer to the standard lamp , the 
... 
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time , the data required to  det ermine the drift of the field 
during scanning and the data required to det ermine the 
atmospheri c extinction coefficient for each XY plot . 
The comput er programme used to process the data points 
t o  obt ain the spatial isophote  maps (as shown in figure 1 6 } 
p erformed the following op erations -
(a) It cal culated the factors ne eded- to correct the data 
points to that intensi ty in Rayl eighs that would be  observed 
dir ectly below the airglow . (These factors included those 
for elevation , atmospheri c absorption , slant ra._nge , the 
value of the standard lamp and assum e a thin layer. ) 
( b )  It found intensity contours through the matrix of data 
points corrected as in pro cess ( a) .  
( c )  It translated the c ontour points from their position 
in the matrix to sp atial points , correcting at the same 
time for the drift of the fi eld during the photomet er scan . 
(The drift was determined from the movement shown between 
succ essive XY Plots ) 
( d ) It finally generat ed all the co-ordinat es and details 
for the contour map that were necessary for the 1627 XY 
plotter and punched them on to  cards for plotting . The whole 
computer programme is reproduced and explained in Appendix 
C .  The computer proc essing took 2 minutes on the IBM 360 
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Chapter IV 
1 .  The Results from the Photometric Observations made 
from Rarotonga 
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In Chapter III the method used to  calculate isophote 
map s was described. From these maps the movement s of the 
variati ons in airglow were more easily recogni sed. The 
most striking and consi stent feature of these map s was the 
regions o f  generally reduced airglow intensity containing 
considerable structure whi ch moved acro ss  the field. of view 
of the photometer. These patterns or regions of di sturbance 
were studied in detail and are the main concern of this  
thesi s. Additionally , whi le they were not so readi ly 
observable owing to the limi ted field scanned by the 
photometer , some information concerning the movement of the 
broad airglow enhancement s described in Chapter 1 was 
obtained concurrently. These waves of enhancement can be 
described as follows -
( i) The South to North Wave of  Enhancement 
Thi s  equatorward movement was not apparent initially 
as it was frequently obscured by the large differences in 
airglow intensi ty normally associated with a change of 
latitude. It s shape and velo city was measured by plotting 
the intensity versus t ime at each latitude observed and 
noting the time of peak intensity. An illustration of thi s 
method for a night when the wave of thi s  type was parti cularly 
obvious i s  shown in figure 1 7  . The wave of enhancement 
21. 00 
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1 4  
1 5  
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was present on most nights and appeared around 9 p . m .  local 
time . However it was generally weak and often obscured by 
the more intense West to East movement of a similar type . 
The velocity of the equatorward wave was found to be in 
the range of 400 to 1000 km/hr , a result that i s  similar 
to tho se values obtained for the corresponding waves from 
north to  south reported by Brown , Steiger and Roach( 7 1 ) , 
Barbier and Glaume ( 7 2 ) and Barbier ( 7 3 ) . 
( ii ) The West to East Wave of Enhanc ement 
This  wave of increased int ensity , when it occurred , 
was the maj or enhanc ement during any evening occasionally 
causing int ensiti es of the ki lo-Rayleigh level . The velocity 
of this wave was difficult to measure as the scanning field 
gave a very short di stanc e over whi ch to time the approach 
and departure of a wave . Its  velo city over Rarotonga was 
tentatively estimated as being between 1 500 and 2500 km/hr . 
Figure 18  shows a night when two enhancement s occurred . 
Normally the airglow intensity over Rarotonga varied 
between 30 and 80 Rayl eighs unless  an enhancement passed 
overhead . A period of increased intensity wouli generally 
last for about 3 hours and have been seen to occur at times 
between 8 p . m .  and 1 a . m .  The presence of this wave of 
enhancement was one of the maj or factors in making a region 
of disturbance vi sible , for only when the airglow intensity 
rose above 80 Rayl eighs was it po ssible to detect easi ly the 
structure in the airglow int ensity . 
( iii ) The Regions of Di sturbanc e 
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authors describe the obs ervations made by a scanning 
photometer situat ed at Hal eakala , Hawaii and the ob servation 
of ' enhanc ement s in the form of narrow north-south ridges 
arranged in an east-we st band ' . Further informat ion was 
obtained regarding these  enhancements from the airglow 
photometer on Rarotonga whi ch scanned a smaller area of 
I 
sky but had higher reso lution so that it was pos sible to 
r esolve more fully these  ' ridge like structures ' .  
The higher re solution showed that the ridges  were the 
undisturbed regions of the airglow int ensity and that the 
regions between the ridges were  the di sturbed areas . Thi s 
became apparent immediately after the se ridges  of enhance­
ment were first ob served in detai l .  The ridges were flat 
topped and had that value of int ensity that would have 
been expected if no di sturbanc e s  or irregulariti es  in the 
airglow patt ern had been pre sent . The ' valleys ' betwe en 
the se ' ridges ' showed in contrapt very intri cate structure 
and the s e  valleys will be  referred to  in future as regions 
of di sturbance . 
The characteri sti c s  of the se  regions of di sturbance 
can be described as follows -
(a) Shap e 
As menti oned the regions of di sturbance became 
observable  only when a wave of enhancement passed through 
the observing region . Thi s i s  not to say that these  
disturbanc e s  were asso ciat ed wi th the enhancement s ( in 
fact it  appears they are not ,  as discussed in section 
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IV 2( i ) )  but t o  indi cate that t o  determine the shape i t  
was necessary to  know the contours o f  percentage reduction , 
of the expected ambient intensi ty .  These contours are 
approximately elliptic al in shape with the maj or axi s of �r 
the ellip se aligned along the magnetic  meridian. At 
right angles to  the magneti c  meridian or in cro ss  section 
the di sturbances generally show as reductions in the 
ambient airglow intensity and these reductions in intensity 
may be in the form of a single region of low intensi ty or 
les s frequently double , triple and on a few o ccasions 
multiple. Typi cal cro ss  sections are illustrated in 
figure 1 9  
( b )  Orient ation 
Normally the maj or axi s of the ellipti cal region of 
di sturbance was orientated along the magneti c  meridian ( i. e. 
at 1 1 ° east of true north). However thi s was not always the 
c ase ( see figure 20 ) as s ometimes the maj or axi s appeared 
Fre:qu e: n c y  
-1 0 0 
L lke: l y d i str i bution 
1 0  20 
O rienta t ion  • e: ast of n orth 
30 4 0  
FIGURE 2 0. The graph showi ng the: relat ive: l ikelihood th at the: 
major ax is of an e ll iptical disturbance: is at a c ertain angle:. 
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slightly o ff 1 1 ° and seems to vary between -5° to + 30° 
east of north . On the occasions when the maj or axi s of 
disturbance appeared to  be at a l arge angle to  the magneti c  
meridian ' any internal structure was however found t o  be 
still aligned. 
( c) Si ze 
The disturbances were found to have overall dimensions 
varying from 1 50 km to 450 km along the minor axi s and 
from 600 km to over 1 500 km along the maj or axi s. The 
uncertainty in the upper limit for the length of the maj or 
axi s ari ses since it was seldom po s sible t o  observe the 
northern-most limit of these di sturbances. The ob servation 
l imit was about 1 500 km from Rarotonga so it was thought 
po ssible that these di sturbances might extend t o  the 
equator or be symmetri c acro ss  the magneti c  equator. The 
data from the Jicamarca 50 Mhz radar appeared to c onfirm 
thi s  suggestion and thi s  i s  discussed in Chapter V. 
( d) Location 
As the area of observati on was l imited it  was seldom 
pos sible to determine the centre of a di sturbance precisely. 
The disturbances were seen to cover the latitudes ranging 
from 23° south to 1 0° south . I t  was noti ced however that 
whenever a limit was observed it was general ly a southern 
limit. Hence it  was concluded that the di sturbances were 
more likely to  have centres somewhere north of 1 3° south 
even if not on the magnetic  equator. 
� 
( e ) Direction of  Travel 
The regions of disturbance were always found moving 
from west t o  east. On no occasion was a disturbanc e seen 
to  move in any other direction . Further , the movement 
was eastward within ± 1 5° 
( f )  Velocity of the Disturbances 
The velocity of one disturbance differed from the 
next but all were found to lie  in the range of 50 to 650 
km/hr. Their velocities were found to b e  dependent on 
l o cal time for as the night progressed the disturbances 
were observed to  be moving more slowly ( se e figure 21 ). 
The· decay in velo city shown is about 40 km/hr/hr which 
would not be det ectable with a photometer having the 







LOCAL TIME 0 ------------------------
F IGUR E 21 
2000 2200 2-400 0200 
Plot of the: velocit ies of disturba nces against 
the t i me at which they pass north of R a ro tonga. 
The line:  shown is  the: regression of v e l oc i ty against time 
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(g )  Occurrence 
During the two wint e:r; p eriods in which observations 
were made no disturbanc e s  occurred unti l about 80 minut e s  
aft er sunset and none were seen aft er 0230 hrs L. T. See  
f igure 22 • However , as discussed previously , the airglow 
enhancements were one of the reasons why these  di sturbances 
were detectable and the graph ( figure 22 ) may only indicat e 
the relative occurrenc e of airglow enhanc ements . The 
possibility of disturbances occurring out side the s e  hours 
is dis cussed in the later s ection 2 ( i )  dealing with the 
data avai lable from the ionosonde on Rarotonga. On 7c:f/4 of 
the nights during which obs ervat ions were made di sturbances 
were seen to  be  present at night at 2245 hrs. L. T. The 
actual frequency could be  much higher for the reasons 
described above and also it is likely that the oc currence 
i s  related to the solar cycle . ( See s ection 2 ( vi i )  relating 
to transequatorial propagation of VHF . )  
1.0 
R c I ati v c Oc currencc 
19.00 20.00 21 .0 0 22 . 00 2 3 .0 0 24.00 1 . 00 2 . 00 
FIGURE 22 The re I ative occurrence of airglow disturbances 
against local tmc 
( h) Maint enance of Structure within a Di sturbanc e 
I t  was quite usual to find within an airglow 
di sturbance smaller approximat ely e lliptical regions of 
higher or lower intensity which were ori ent at ed along the 
field lines  with an axi s ratio as small as 2 to 1. Thi s 
internal structure app eared to be maint ained during the 
period in which the structure remained in the field of 
view of the photometer . From thi s result and from the 
fact that the di sturbance s  were always s een as decreases  
in the expected airglow int ensity' it  was concluded that 
if the di sturbances  were caused by a travelling wave like 
mechanism then the wave s produc ed must be non-di spersive. 
(i ) Scale-si z e  
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The width of a region of low int ensity i s  called for 
the purpo ses  of dis cussion the " s cale siz e "  of the 
irregularity . The scale sizes  of irregulariti e s  in a 
region of di sturbance varied . The maximum scale-size  
observed was 500 km while  a minimum size  seen appeared to  
b e  fixed by instrumental factors. With an airglow layer 
some 50 km thick it would b e  di fficult to ob serve 
irregularities  elongat ed along the field lines unle s s  they 
were large or unless  an irregularity was obs erved from 
along the field line s. In fact this was found to be the 
cas e for scal e-siz e s  down to 1 5  km were seen whi le  
obs erving along the field lines (i. e. an altitude of  1 7° 
and an azimuth of 1 1 ° east of true north . ) 
The 1 5  km mentioned i s  the limit in resolution expected 
from the pho tometer while observing �n the green as the 
response t ime of the amplifier and the decay time of 
the green line had to  be taken into account. It was 
observed t hat the irregularities of small scale-size 
were more prominent in the green , pos sibly indicating 
that diffusion and transport of the 01 D atoms during its  
long decay time was becoming important. 
( j ) Height of the Airglow Di sturbances 
When data from the XY recorder had been processed 
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into i sophote maps it  became obvious when an incorrect 
height for the airglow layer had been cho sen. A di sturbance 
then appeared t o  be pear shaped and skewed round as it  
passed Rarotonga. If however a correct height was cho sen 
the disturbance appeared elliptical and had no rotation as 
it passed Rarotonga and i t  i s  this consi stency that 
strengthens the general conclusions on shape and height. 
In enhanced conditions the height s  that were found to  cause 
the least di stortion ranged from 260 to 280 km. 
A theoreti cal treatment of the height difference to 
be expected between the green and the red airglow gave the 
result of about 1 8  km assuming the best values for all rate 
coefficients. Since then it has bec ome apparent that it 
might have been pos sible to  determine with fair accuracy � 
the height difference between these two layers by adjusting 
the as sumed height of the airglow layer until  the two 
contour patterns coincided. Unfortunately the recording 
system used for tre green airglow layer was different to the 
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red  and thi s allowed large uncertainties  in the position . / 
and si z e  of  the field vi ewed .  Thus an analysis of the 
data in this way would not be profitable . 
As the airglow patterns were found to b e  very 
di stinctive it  was thought po ssible that the height of  the 
airglow l ayer could be det ermined using a small fixed 
photometer by the method of tri angulation . Thi s att empt 
is  described in App endix A .  
2 .  Results from other Sourc es  
There was rel evant dat a available  from seven other 
sources  for the times at which the photometer was op erat ed 
on Rarotonga . 
( i ) The I ono sonde Records from Rarot onga( 74 )  
The ionosonde on Rarotonga is  situat ed at latitude 
21 ° 1 3 '  south and longitude 1 59° 46 '  west . It is a verti cal 
sounder who se data could not b e  compared directly with the 
region of airglow int ere st as this region lay to 400 km 
north of Rarotonga , and as no provision for verti cal 
scanning had been included in the design of the photomet er . 
From the analysi s  of the airglow isophote maps in 
region closest to Rarotonga it was pos sible to predi ct 
whether and when an airglow di sturbance would pass over 
the iono sonde . Table VI shows the predi ctions for 
di sturbances  over Rarotonga and alongside is shown the 
corresponding condition of the iono sphere as indi cat ed 
from the iono sonde data . These  conditions are li sted as 
SH ( height spread or range spreading of echoe s ) , Ob 
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TABLE VI 
The corresponding Airglow and Ionospheric Cond itions 
Airglow D isturba nce lono s  o n d e Re c or d s 
M O N T H D A Y 
Manih ik i  R arotonga S H ob Es  Ti l t  
Aug ust 1969 15 X X X X X 
1 6  X X X X 
Se.ptemloe r 12  X X X X 
1 9 6 9  1 3  X X X 
1 5  X X 
16 X X 
1 8  
October 8 X 
1969 1 1  
13 X X X 
.. 
30 X 
Novem ber 5 X 
1969 8 X X 
13 X 
Apri l 1970 1 1  X X X 
28 X X X 
29 I X X 3 0  X 
May 1 9 70 2 X X 
3 X X X 
5 X X X X 
6 X X 
8 X X X X X 
12 X 
24 X X X X 
2 5  X X X X X 
30 X X X X 
June . 1 970 7 X X X 
a X 
2 9  X X X X X 
3 0  X X X X X X 
July 1 9 70 1 X X X X X X 
4 X X 
5 Y. X 
6 X X X 
24 X X X 
2 7  X X X X X 
Aug u st 1970 5 X X X X X 
S epte m ber 3 X X X X X 
1 970 6 X X X 
7 X X X 
2 6  X X X X 
November 2 
( oblique echo e s ) , Es ( sporadic and int ens e echo from the 
E layer ) and tilt ( any disturbanc e that causes  a change 
of profile of the iono sphere or tilts  the plane of the 
F - layer out of parallelism with the respect to  the 
ground). The first relation that can be seen for this 
table is the near p erf ect correlation between height 
spread and the passage of a disturbance over Rarotonga. 
Also there is a corre lation coefficient of 0. 36 between 
the prediction of a di sturbanc e over Rarotonga · and the 
occurrence of oblique echo es. This asso ciation was found 
to be  significant at the 99°/4 confidence level. No 
correlation was found between sporadic-E and disturbanc es  
nor between tilt and disturbances. 
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The near perfect correlation between height spread 
and airglow disturbanc e s  when both could be obs erved 
suggests  that at time s when it was not possible  to ob serve 
the di sturbance s , and height spread was present , then air­
glow disturbanc es  would have been mown by a sufficiently 
s ensitive photometer. In the early hours of the morning 
the airglow int ensity was nearly always too low to allow 
the obs ervation of airglow disturbanc es but at these  times 
height spread occasional ly o ccurred on the ionograms . It 
is thus possible to predict that if the airglow int ensity 
had been great enough airglow disturbance s  would have been 
seen at th ese  times (e . g. see  figure 23 ) . For this reason 
the ob served frequency of oc currence of disturbanc es  (shown 
in figure 20 ) may well be and probably is markedly 
Figure 22 
An ionogram showing Spread-F after 3am . 
on 30th June 1 970 and indi cating the pre sence of 
an Airglow disturbanc e . 
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Figure 24 
This series of 8 isophote map s and 9 ionograms 
shows the airglow di sturbanc es obs erved on 1 5th 
August , 1 969 and the corre sponding ionograms obtained 
on that night . 
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Figure 24 continued . 
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different to the actual frequency of occurr enc e .  
With the identification of correlations between 
di sturbances height spread and oblique echoes , spat ial 
and temporal associations between the parameters 
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were sought . It was found possible to obs erve the passage 
of a disturbanc e through studying the sequence of event s 
on ionograms . Generally but not nec es sari ly the first 
sign of the approach of a disturbance was the app earance 
of oblique echoes  at a range indicating that they came 
from a region of the iono sphere that was at a z enith angle  
as great as  60° . The range of the ob lique echoes  were found 
to  decrease at a rat e that was comparable with the rate 
determined from the decrease in range of the approaching 
airglow di sturbanc e �ee  figure 24 ) . 
The echoes  were somatime s discret e and sometimes spr ead 
over quite a height range . As the slant range of the oblique 
e choes decreased they became more and more diffuse final ly 
merging into height spread at the time the airglow 
di sturbance passed directly overhead . In almo st all cases 
the ionograms depicted a classi cal example  of equatorial 
spread F where the critical frequency was only di sc ernible 
as a limit of spread F .  Occasional ly but less  fre quently 
than with the approach further oblique echoes  app eared as 
the disturbance passed overhead and increased in rang e . 
There was no pref erential change in the critical frequency 
and sometime s the F-region echo could burst int o height 
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spread without accompanying oblique echo e s . In figure 24 
there i s  shown both iono spheri c and airglow data taken 
during the passag e  of a typi cal disturbance over Rarotonga . 
Thi s  patt ern could b e  considered as consi st ent with the 
passing of step s  in the F-layer height (King ( ? 5 ) ) or with 
the passing of a region of lower electron dens ity . These  
sugg estions wi ll  b e  di scus sed in Chapter V of  thi s the si s . 
As there does  not seem to be any correlation b etwe en 
airglow di sturbances and F-regi on tilt or sporadi c-E over 
Rarot?nga these  features  of the iono sphere have been 
regarded as being unimportant in the analysis  of  airglow 
di sturbances  over Rarotonga . 
( ii ) The I onosonde Records from ,Tahiti 
Since the di sturbanc es  move from West to East with 
velocities  around 450 km/hr it is po ssible  that they would 
app ear on the T ahitian ionograms about 2 hours aft er they 
were seen over Rarotonga and it was hop ed that these records 
would show whether their vel ocity was constant whether there 
were change s  in intensity and whether the internal structure 
had alt ered with time . Unfortunat ely , the delay expected 
in obtaining the s e  records from France ( 6 - 9 months ) made 
their availability b efore writing this thesis  unlikely . 
( iii )The Magnetic Records from Apia, SamoaC 7
1 ) 
The magneti c records from Apia ,  Samoa for the time s 
that it was considered a di sturbance could have been over­
head were examined . Correlations were found with neither 
qui et nor di sturb ed magnetic condi tions and the times 
di sturbance s  were over Samo a .  
( iv ) The Total C ont ent Measurement s from the 
Polarimeter on Rarotonga 
During the last three months airglow observations 
were made from Rarotonga (August , October 1 970 ) . 
J . E .  Titheridge of the Radio Research Laboratory of the 
University of Auckland installed and arranged for the 
operation of a total cont ent polarimeter to receive the 
radio emi ssions from the Geostationary satellit e Syncom 
3 C 76 ) . It  was unfortunate that these three months were 
three of the worst months for airglow obs ervations . How­
ever t he record of one of the eight nights during whi ch 
simultaneous records were obtained was particularly 
interesting . I t  showed rapid  f luctuations in the total 
electron content along the satellite radio path at the 
same time  that an airglow di sturbance was pas sing over 
Rarotonga . With coincident data oc curring on one night 
only , no c orrelation analysis could be made . 
( v) Sat ellite Drag Measurement s 
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King-Hele C 77 ) has made calculations of the drag caused 
to satellites pas sing over the equator at low altitudes . 
He found that the discrepancies  b etween the predi cted and 
the actual orbits could only be reconciled by an average 
west erly wind of about 450 km/hr at an altitude of 250 km . 
Many theori es have been present ed to explain thi s average 
westerly wind , the more convincing being tho s e  considering 
the generation of winds from pres sure gradi ent s due to 
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the solar heating of  the upper atmo sphere ( Challinor ( 7
B ) , 
Jacchia and S1owey( 'i9 ) Kohl and King( BO) . 
( vi ) The Result s from the 50 Mhz Radar at Ji camarca 
The 50 Mhz incoherent backscatter Jicamarca Peru 
( Dip 2
°N ) , while  not close  to  the region obs erved by the 
photomet er on Rarotonga , do e s  however offer some indi cation 
of the condi tions expected over the magnetic  equator . A 
description of thi s  radar , the measurem ent techni ques and 
the results obtained can b e  found in papers by Farley( B1 ) , 
Farley et a1 C 82 , s3 ) and McClure ( B4 ) _ In these  papers the 
authors describe  the relation found between Spread-F and 
the plasma irregulariti e s  whi ch they found in the iono sphere. 
The se were found to app ear during a period starting an hour 
after sunset and ending about an hour after sunri se . They 
could appear in any p art of the layer but were found mo st 
often in the lower side of t he layer and could appear 
simultaneously in all part s of the F layer ext ending from 
200 to 800 km in altitude . Further t hey could occur when 
the layer was moving sharply upward and they could have 
scale s i z e s  down to 3 metre s .  
The s e  irregulariti es  are s een a s  being related t o  the 
di sturbances  that are as soc iat ed with the airglow patterns . 
The connections found between airglow disturbanc e s  and 
Spread F and between Spread-F and the iono spheric 
irregularities  ob served at Jicamarca bear out thi s relation­
ship . The Jicamarca results app ear to be s imilar to what 
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would be  exp ected when an airglow di sturbance of the typ e 
ob served over Rarotonga passed overhead . 
( vii )The Rec eption at Rarotonga of  TV Signal s from 
Transmitters in Hawaii 
In 1 962 the Stanford Research Institute conduct ed 
oblique incidenc e ionospheric  sounding over several paths 
in the Pacific during the Ameri can high altitude nuclear 
bomb t e st s ( 8 5 , 86 ) . It  was di scovered that VHF signals 
were received regul arly over the Hawaii-Rarotonga path at 
night . ( Niel sonC
87 �. These  signals have travelled 4700 
km from Hawaii  and app ear to have been reflected by the 
i ono sphere in a manner that i s  not directly relat ed to the 
p enetration frequencies  of the ionosphere over the 
propagation path.  
by. Ni elson( 86 , 87 ) , 
Bowen et al ( go ) . 
Thi s phenomenon i s  di scussed in pap ers  
Kingan( SS ) , Kingan and Utanga( Sg ) and 
The I nstitut e supplied S .  G .  Kingan( 91 ) of Rarotonga 
with monitoring equipment to receive the TV transmi ssions 
from Honolulu and Maui and since April 1 966 he has been 
recording the times of reception and the strengths of the 
signal s of the s e  stations . There are three TV Channels on 
Hawai i .  They transmit as follows : 
Channel 2 ( KRON ) Honolulu on 54 to 60 M Hz 
Channel 3 ( KMAU ) Maui on 60 to 66 MHz and 
C hannel 4 ( KHVH) Honolulu on 66 to 72 M H z 
A further station has been monitored since Sept ember 1 967 
and that i s  a FM station at Hono lulu on 95 MHz . The T . V .  
Ch . 2] : . l : V : : : � : 
c, . :: i  : / �: V :  )A : 
Ch < I : ; u f\J: lAA : I 
r/s ....---....-------,--�-......---�--� 
95 M: I : : : : : Loca I : T;m< I 
19.00 20 00 21 0 0  22 00 2 3 0 0  24 00 
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FI GURE 25 b 1 5 th. S ept . 1969 
Sample nights on which V H F  signals we re: rece ived �t 
Rarotonga from Hawai i ,  They show the: characteri stic 
t i m e s  of  occure: nce: , strength of s ign als , and d e pe n d ­
-ence: on fre:que:nc� 
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signals are received generally during the evening and at 
night , although they sometimes continue unti l station close­
down at around 1 a . m .  L . T .  Signals occur more often in the 
e quinoctial months , occur less  frequently during the summer 
months and they show peaks in frequency of reception with 
the 1 1  year so lar cycl e .  The transmitters for channels 2 
and 4 are almo st identi cally lo cated on Oahu while  the 
transmi tt er for Channel 3 i s  55 km south and 160 km east 
on the central i sland of Maui . 
The recepti on of signal s was found to be marked out by 
a small fre quency dep endence and although signals were 
stronger at lower frequencies , all frequenci e s  up to at 
l east 95  MHz are ob servable given suffici ently s ensitive 
equipment . No well defined critical frequency can be 
identified and the signal s show a fading rat e of several 
surges p er s econd and are often stronger than that normally 
expected from fre e  spac e propagation ( see  figure 25) . Thi s 
and other data ac cumulated on the reception time s have 
caused Nielson( B? )  to conclude that ' the phenomenon of VHF 
night-time transe quatori al propagation is caused by field­
aligned iono spheric irregulariti e s , which form north and 
south of the magneti c equator soon aft er the local iono­
spheri c suns et and drift eastward after formation ' . 
Kingan suggested that the sudden ons et of TV signal s 
could indic ate  the presence of airglow di sturbance along 
the propagation path and this was found to be the case . A 
correlation co effi cient of 0 . 94 was found between the 
presence of airglow disturbance s north of Rarotonga and 
the reception of TV frequenci es ( see Table II ) . Because 
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of thi s high correlation it is  of  intere st to investigate  
tho se night s where one phenomenon occurred without the 
app earanc e of the other . The cl oser examination of the 
case where a disturbance was seen wi thout accompanying TV 
signal s ( i . e .  August 8th 1 969 ) shows that di sturbanc es  were 
observed at about 2405 hrs just some 3 minute s after the 
receiver was switched off on Rarotonga . Had the TV 
frequencie s  been moni tored longer it i s  very likely signals 
would have b e en received as the monitoring station on Niue 
600 km east of Rarotonga received signals at 2350 hrs and 
the disturbanc e that produc ed the s e  was expected to  travel 
north of Rarotonga . On the 1 1 th and 31 st October 1 969 TV 
signal s were received without disturbanc e s  being ob served 
despite the fact that condi tions were favourable . It  i s  
possible however that the propagation was caused b y  a 
disturbance  near the equator and not within the field  of 
view of the photometer . Thi s is  made more likely by the 
observation that on some night s only the southernmost tip s 
of disturbances were seen when . TV signals were received . 
I t  was al so noted that the time TV signals were first 
received and the time airglow di sturb anc es were first seen 
coincided to within 20 minute s  in nearly all case s . 
3 .  The Gre en and Red Airglow Data 
I t  was noti ced that during the 1·959 obs ervat ion period 
the green airglow int ensi ty pattern followed clos ely that 
of the red . For thi s reason during the last part of the 
ob serving p eriod for 1 970 faciliti es  were installed for 
t he simul taneous observation of these  two airglow line s . 
I t  was po ssible in thi s  way to  make some estimate of the 
ratio of production of the 1 S and i D  excited states  of 
the oxygen atom and t o  make an estimat e of the quenching 
rat e of the red line  by Nitrogen . 
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( i )  Compari son of the Red and Gre en Oxygen Emission Lines 
Shown in figure 26 is a s eri es  of simultaneous red 
and green i sophote maps . Att empts were made to  relat e  the 
red emission to the gre en . Theory and ob servation by other 
workers suggest that the green emission i s  the sum of the 
intensities  from two layers , one at 1 00 km and the other 
in the F-region , whi le the red intensi ty is due to the 
F-region layer al one . ( See  Chapter 1 ) .  If the react ions 
02 + o+ :#: o: + 0 + 1 . 53 eV C 4 a ) 
o; + e � 0 + 0 + 6.96 eV ( 4  b )  
are predominant in t he production of airglow in the F­
region then the green intensity would be in proportion to 
the red intensity . It would b e  exp ected the� that-
C 4 1  ) 
( where E and F refer to regions in the iono sphere ) 
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would show the relation between the gre en t otal intensity 
( r
5577
) and the red total int ensity ( 16300 ) . 
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The relation ( 41 ) was te sted against the two i sophote 
map s  to obtain a least squares fit . It was found that , 
by as suming that rE
5577 
did not vary al ong any one latitude , 
significant answers could be obtained for the ratio A .  
This  ratio was found t o  change with latitude and ambi ent 
intens it� A result which  would be expected if  the height 
of the emi ssion layer changed with latitude . A change in 
the height of the ai rglow layer would be expected to change 
the rat e of  quenching of the 1 D excited state of  atomic 
oxygen and as the height o f  the airglow layer ro se  the 
ratio of t he green to red airglow emi ssion would be expected 
to decreas e .  When the height of the airglow ri ses  a limit 
i s  reached where quenching becomes ins ignificant and it i s  
then possibl e  t o  assume that 
A As5 Ao R ( 4 2 )  
(where R = production ratio of 0
1 S to  Oi D p er re com�inati on 
and A
N 
are the Einstein transition co efficient s )  
An increase in height o f  the airglow layer wi l l  also 
reduce the int ens ity so a plot of ' A ' against a!Ilbient red 
airglow intensity should show that when r63- o  then A tends 
to some constant value . The assu:nption is made here that 
the reduction in airglow inten sity is  caused solely by an 
increase in the height and this i s  not always the cas e . 
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Some vari ation in electron dens ity is expected with 
latitude and figures 27 show the result s of thi s  vari ation . 
Figure 27a shows a night on whi ch it would appear that the 
electron dens ity did not vary appreci ably wi th latitude 
and Figure 27b shows an o ccasion when it might be concluded 
that there was a vari ation in electron density over the 
region obs erved .  
An analysi s of  all  nights when a suitable airglow 
pattern was obtained showed many o ccasions when a curve 
simi lar to figure 27a was obtaine d and showed further 
that at no time did reliable data give a figure for the 
ratio lower than 0 . 1 5 . 
Zipf ( 4o ) , from a study of the di s sociative re combination 
of o2+ in the laboratory found that the branching ratio for 
the production of 3P ,  ' D ,  and ' S  oxygen atoms at 300°K 
( cascading effects excluded)  to be 1 . 00 : 0 . 90 : 0 . 1 0 . T hi s  
would indicate that the value o f  ' A ' at zero ambi ent 
intensi ty would be about 0 . 12 if the reacti ons ( 4) were 
assumed to be op erating alone . If the disso ciative 
recombination of nitrous oxide was making any signifi cant 
contribution t o  the airglow int ensity then ' A ' could be 
expected to be less than 0 . 1 2 on occasions sinc e there would 
be little  airglow emi ssion in the green . This  was not found 
to be the cas e and for thi s  reason it is thought that 
reactions ( 3a) and 0b ) are unimportant in the production of 
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Graph 1how1 t h• •• plf'im•ntal 
v alun of the grun to red airglow 
emiuion ralio. On this night it appH" 
that th• maximum •l•ctron d•nsity 
don not chang• app reciably with 
latitude and indicates that th• ors, 
to Ot'ol production ratio is about .13 
B 
The •>ii•rimontal valu� !or th• •mission 
ratio on a night when tho max i mu m  
•l•ctron d •nsi ty o l  lho F• lay•r has 
changed with latitud • .  Tho numb •rs on 
lhe .. p •rimont al points + 8 givo tho 
lat , tudo in dpg,.•s south. 
( ii ) The Production Ratio of o( t s )  to 0( 1 D) During the 
Recombination of the F-region 
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A study of the value o f  the emi ssion ratio ' A '  against 
decreasing ambi ent airglow showed that a reasonably consistent 
value for the emi ssion ratio at zero ambi ent int ensity could 
be obtained from extrapolated plots of the figure 27a typ e . 
The points shown in figure 27a would be expected to li e on 
a curve calculated from the height of the layer ,  the electron 
density and t he value of the quenching rat e co effici ent . In 
figure 28a and 28 b the effects are shown that could be  
expected to  occur from varying the s e  parameters . ( The 
detai l s of this  are discus sed in App endix C ) . A possible 
fit for the point s of Figure 27a is  shown in figure 28c 
Least square fitting of all such plots gave a value for A 
at z ero ambi ent intensity of 
A
0 
= 0 . 1 4 ± 0 . 03 
(where ± 0 . 03 is  the statisti cal standard deviat ion) 
Thi s gives a value for the production ratio of 0 ( 1 D ) to 
0 ( 1 S )  during recombination ( equation ( 42 )  at F region height s 
of 
R = 0 . 1 26 ± 0 . 03 
�ii ) The Quenching Rate Co efficient of the Red Airglow Line 
The curves shown in f igure 28 were obtained by as suming 
values for the electron density and for the quenc hing rate  
coeffi ci ent . If  the electron density i s  known then fitting 
a theoretical curve to the dat a point s of figure 27 al so 
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F I GURE 28 a  
Th•or etical c urv.s for !he rat i o  
o f  th• gr•ffl to r td airglow int.nlitlN 
for dllftrffl t val u n  o f  tti. Quanchi119 
Rat• Co•llicifflt <Sn) , assuming 
[el.,u• 3,5 • 10 ' .t•ctrons , cm', 
SH Appendix C for derivation . 
28b 
Th.oretical curvft showing th• 
•lf•cts on g r un to red airglow ratio 
of a chang• in •loctron density of 
th• iono sphlf"•. Th• Quenching Rat• 
Cot•!icient is taken a s ,  1.5 x 1 0"'°..t 
300"K . 
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Unfortunate ly no ionosphere data was avai lable over the 
areas observed but by assuming typical values for the 
electron density an estimate can be made. These est imates 
gave values for the quenching rat e co effici ent , SD , in 
the rang e 
1 . 6 x 1 0-1 1  to 1 . 0 x 1 0-1 0  cm-3 sec-1 at 1 000° C. 
This range of values agrees reasonably we ll with the results 
of Forbes ( 9 2 ) , Stubbe C 93 ) , Van Zandt and Peterson( 94) and 
Gulledge et a1 C 1 4 ) . 
Had the equipment on Rarotonga allowed the accurat e 
measurement of the positions and the dimensi ons of the 
regions observed and recorded ,  then ano ther means of 
measuring the quenching rat e co efficient would have been 
available. The height of the red airglow is assumed to be 
higher than the gre eµ airglow layer and this height 
difference is the result of the higher quenching rate of 
the red line at lower alti tudes. I t  would be possible to 
det ect persp ective diff erence in th e patterns of the two 
airglow layers which could be reconciled by assuming a 
certain height diff erence. From this height di ff erence 
it should then be possible to calculat e the value of the 
quenching rate co efficient. 
UBRART 
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Chapter V 
1 .  The Interpret ation of the Results 
To create order for a discussion on the pos sible 
mechanism generating the iono spheri c irregularities , the 
following summary of the properties of the di sturbances 
and asso ciated phenomena i s  given . 
( i )  The Propertie s  of the Di sturbances Mentioned 
in Chapt er IV 
Firstly those  prop erties inferred from the airglow 
data : -
1 00 
( a) The regions of disturbance have an elliptical cro ss­
section when vi ewed from Rarot onga ; 
( b ) A region of di sturbance can have dimensions from 1 50 
by 600 km to 450 by greater than 1 500 km but less than 
4800 km ; 
( c ) The maj or axi s of the ellipti cal cro ss-section i s  
approximat ely aligned along the direction o f  the magneti c 
meridian ; 
( d) The di sturbances  can occur in latitude s from 23° south 
0 
to less  than 1 0  south with a higher probability of 
oc curring at lower latitudes ;  
( e ) The di sturbances travel in an eastward direction at 
speeds varying between 1 00 and 650 km/hr ; 
( f ) Within a region of di sturbance thEre i s  often ob served 
small scale roughly ellipti cal struc ture of si zes  only 
limited by the resolution of the photometer ( 1 5  km ) ; 
( g) The structure within a di sturbance i s  maintained 
f or p eriods longer than 2 hrs ( i . e .  the time for whi ch 
they are in the field of vi ew of the photomet er ) ; 
( h) The disturbances  exi st at l east in the regio11 
b etween 2 50 and 300 km in he ight ; 
( i )  The occurrenc e of a di sturbanc e seems indep endent of 
the airglow int ensity ; 
( j ) A disturbanc e i s  always ob served as a decrease in 
int ensity relative t o  the exp ected ambient airglow 
intensity in the region it occurs . 
1 01 
Secondly those  propertie s suggested by the i ono spheri c 
data from Raro tonga : -
( k )  With the passag e  of a di sturbance the height of the 
F-layer occ asional ly ri ses  but does not necessarily do so ; 
( 1 ) The pas sage of  an ai rglow disturbanc e over Rarotonga 
results in height spread or equatorial spread-F and obl i que 
echo es appearing on the ionograms ; 
(m )  The critical frequency often becomes difficult to 
detect indicating that only weak reflections are received 
near the p enetration frequency of the iono sphere ; 
(n )  The critical fre quency of the iono sphere may increase 
or decrease aft er the pas sage of a di sturbance ;  
( o )  The passage  of a di sturbanc e causes variations in the 
total electron cont ent of the iono sphere along the 60° 
elevation radio path from Syncom 3 to Rarotonga . 
Thirdly from Satellite drag data King-Hele ( 9 5 )  conc ludes 
that 
( p )  At night there can be an eastward wind velocity 
b etwe en O and 700 km/hr . _ Finally from backscatter data 
F at'1ey et al ( 83 )  indicates  that : -
1 02  
( q) The F-layer is usually but not always moving upward 
when the irregularitie s first appear ,  although during the 
evening the ionisation is usually moving downward ;  
(r ) The disturbanc e s  can app ear within an hour of suns et ; 
( s )  The region of disturb anc e can range from 200 to 800 
km in altitude with a higher probability of occurring in 
the range 300 to 500 km while over the magnetic equator ; 
( t )  Small scale irregularities of 3 metre s  can oc cur and 
have growth time s  of 1 0  seconds ; 
(u ) There is a negative correlation between magnetic 
activity and spread-F over th e equator . 
Some of the properties mentioned above ar e consistent 
within themselve s and with the knov.n prop erties of the 
ionosphere in equatorial latitude s . The general ellipti cal 
shape of the airglow patt erns would be expected if diffusion 
of any irregularities in the electron density was occurring. 
(Sp encer( 96 ) ) . Diffusion along the magnetic field lines 
would be rapid and in contrast diffusion across  the magnetic 
fi eld lines at F-region altitude s is relatively slow. Such 
a diffusion pattern would reduce any irregularity in the 
electron density to th e gen eral elliptical shap e orientated 
along the magnetic field lines which was typi cal of th e 
airglow int en sity patt erns (a and c ) . 
1 03 
( ii) Oblique Echoes 
The oblique e choes observed on the iono sonde records 
or ionograms were quite often discrete and strong and at 
the same time at a distance that clas sified them as single 
hop reflections. This clas s of reflection must therefore 
be caused by an electron density gradient that is parallel 
to the radio propagation path. If there is to be a reflection 
from the ionosphere at an angle of 60° to the vertical 
above the ionosonde station then the gradient in the air-
glow intensity will have to c ompare with the gradient 
required in the electron density for reflection. In 
appendix D is shown the programme used in determininF the 
gradient s in airglow intensity from gradients in electron 
density. For the above cited case of a 60° oblique reflection 
the airglow intensity gradient would be 10 Rayleighs per km 
for a mean airglow intensity of 300 Rayleighs. Such 
magnitude of gradient in intensity have been observed on 
many occasions. For example Figure 16 shows at latitude 
16°S longitude 159
°w a gradient that exceeds this value at 
300 Rayleighs. King( 75 ) in a discus sion on partial reflections 
as a cause of oolique echoes has suggested that the strong 
oblique echoes observed at angles as great as 60° could only 
be caused by concave iono spheric density surfaces. The 
gradient given as an example occurs in a po sition to give 
such a configuration. 
aii) Eguatorial Spread-F 
It has been suggested by Bowman ( 97 )  in connection with 
equatorial spread-F or height spread that "the irregularities 
1 04 
of  the F2-layer r esponsible  for ' Spread H '  records at 
Bri sbane are ripples  of considerable  lateral ext ent with 
a wavelength varying from 20 km to over 1 00 km" . There 
app ear to be many similarities  between the airglow 
phenomenon ob served over Rarotonga and the iono spheri c 
disturbanc es de scribed over Bri sbane as the irregulariti es  
obs erved over Rarotonga do have considerable  lat eral extent 
and have scal e-si z e s  ranging from < 1 5  km to 200 km . 
McNi col , Webster and Bowman( 9S ) sugg est that " the 
broadening of the trace s  ( SH) in the h ' F records at 
frequenci es wel l  below the critical frequency i s  due to 
the pre sence of a large number of individual trac es  which 
are not resolved" . It i s  po ssible that the numerous 1 5  km 
scal e-size  irregulariti e s  on the XY plot shown in figure 
29 would cause a large number of trac es  when observed by 
an i ono sonde . The cause of height spread could thus b e  
det ermined as being due t o  the many di scret e echoes  that 
would b e  caused by the irregularitie s of scale-sizes  less  
than 1 5  km ob served in the airglow di sturbanc es . 
2 .  The Regi ons of Disturbance 
In Chapter IV these  regions of di sturbance in the air­
glow intensity were shown to corre late with many of the 
known iono spheri c phenomena . The prop erti es  of these  
phenomena have b een di scus sed by  many workers , revi ews of 
which can be found in arti cles by Herman( 99 ) , Cl erne sha 
and Wright ( 1 00 ) and Singlet on( 1 01 ) . However further 
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airglow data and iono spheric records. The magnetic field 
lines that pass  over Rarot onga (21 ° south) at 250 km 
altitude pass the equator at about 800 km altitude . If 
t he Haleakala result s (Va n Zandt and PetersonC 24)) , the 
Raro tongan re sults and the Jicamarca 50 MHz radar result s 
are compar ed it is found that the limits  of spread-F 
(as shown by the airglow pattern s )  are 23° south and 23° 
north at an altitude of 270 km while at the magnetic 
equator spread-F ext ends from 200 km to 800 km in altitude. 
It thus app e ars that the irregularitie s are confined to 
below the magnetic f ield lines that pass over 23° south 
and north at 250 km. Further , from a consideration of 
diffus ion it can be fairly conf idently predicted that the 
irregularities  are symmetric acro s s  the equat or and similar 
airglow patt erns would be found at conjugat e point s . 
Many mechanisms for the production and maint enance of 
ionospheric di sturbances  have been suggested. Some 
mechanisms have been suggested for the production of spread-F 
as separat e from travelling iono spheric disturbances and 
vice versa . However , it is  felt that the connection betwe en 
the two has been shown to  be sufficient to make the con­
sideration of them as part s of the one phenomenon appropriat e. 
It is worth while at thi s  point to review so�e of the 
suggested theories  concerning the phenomenon causing spread-F ,  
travelling iono spheric disturbances  and airglow disturbances . 
These  ar e :  
( i )  Changes in the Concentration o f  the Neutral 
Compon ents of the Upper Atmosphere 
The concentration of the N2 at F region altitudes 
1 07 
while affecting the int ensity of the red airglow line do es 
not aff ect the intensi ty of the green line , hence any simple 
change in the N2 concentration initially would change the 
red airglow patt ern and not the gre en. No such sequence 
of events was observed at any time. Any small structure 
in the red airglow also appeared in the gre en. 
Mo lecular oxygen however has been seen as essential 
for the production of OI airglow. Any reduction in the 
o2 concentration would cause an almost proportionate 
reduction in the airglow intensity. A sudden change in 
the o2 concentration would not initially show much eff ect 
on the el ectron density and would not account for the 
observed disturbances on the ionospheric records. However 
over a longer time interval such changes in concentration 
would aff ect the recombination of the F -layer and could 
cause the observed ionospheric disturbances. Several 
workers ( Hooke (
1 o2) ( 1o3) (1o4) , Georg�s ( 1 05) , Nelson( 1 06) 
and Hines ( 1 07)) have discussed the possibility of gravity 
waves producing travel ling ionospheric disturbances. The 
observed airglow disturbances have much in common with the 
type of patt ern to be expected from F-region gravity waves. 
They have comparable velocities and similar shape but there 
is almost conclusive evidence against gravity waves causing 
airglow disturbances over Rarot onga. Gravity waves are 
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normally dispersive in the F region ( Hines and Reddy(
1 08 ) ) 
and thus it  would b e  expected that these  waves would not 
form into the group s of di sturbanc e observed in the airglow 
p att erns . Further , such di spersive waves would also form 
sinusoidal patt erns sugge sting that local enhanc ement s as 
well decreases in airglow intensity would be present . No 
such enhancement s have been obs erved . Gravity waves at 
F-region height s are not expected to show structure of 
1 5 km scale siz e . Finally gravity wave s would need to 
produce a 5 to 1 reduction in the o2 conc entration to explain 
the obs erved decreases in the airglow int ensities . For 
these  reasons it i s  consi dered unlikely that the observed 
airglow di sturbances over Rarotonga were produced by changes  
in the conc entration of  the neutral components of the upp er 
atmosphere . 
( ii ) Temperature Changes in the Upp er Atmosphere 
A change in temperature can be expected to cause changes  
in the reaction rat es and particle concentrations important 
in the production of airglow . The effect of t emp erature 
change on the airglow int ensity was investigat ed nW!lerically 
using the computer programme des cribed in App endix D . I t  
was found that a temp erature ri se o f  507/4 could b e  expected 
to cause a 20'/4 decrease in the airglow int ensity . Thi s 
sugg est s that to cause the observed decreas es in airglow 
int ensity the temperature would need to ri s e  some 4000 °0 at 
F-regi on height s  over a hori zontal distance of 50 km . Such 
localized  ri ses in temperature app ear unreconcilable with 
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the exi sting knowledg e  of F-region temperatures and it 
app ears that the expected rises  in temp erature would have 
little eff ect on the airglow int ensity . 
(iii ) Diff erence s  in El ectron Density 
Once  creat ed , a diff erence in electron density would 
rapidly diffuse along the earth ' s magnetic field lines . 
Diffusion acro ss the f i e ld lines however i s  slow so that any 
such irregul arity would very quickly become a long ellip soid 
of lower or higher electron densi ty . The report from King­
Hele ( 9 5 ) sugg esting that the 250 km altitude equatorial belt 
of the atmo sphere was rotating at about 400 km/hr faster than 
the earth indi cates  that iono spheric p lasma would be 
experiencing considerable  drag in t he directi on of the wind . · 
This  drag could be expected to  cause chang e  separation 
provided the E region conductivity was not suffi cient to cause 
the short ing of the induced el ectric fi eld . The E x  B drift 
caused by the change s eparation would then transport the 
irregularities  in the dire ction of the wind . Vertical 
electri c fields have b een report ed over India (Ri eger( 1 09 ) 
and t he Sahara of 8 and 4 mV/m respectively whi ch suggests  
corresponding plasma drift velocities  of 300 km/hr and 
1 50 km/hr . It i s  thu s  po ssible  that once generat ed 
irregularities  would be transport ed with the neutral wind 
in an eastward direction . Ri shbeth( 1 1 0 ) has indi cated 
that the equat orial sup er rotation of the atmo sphere at 
F-region altitudes is an average only and that the wind 
revers e s  direction around sunrise and sunset . Thus it would 
b e  expected that the movement of the proposed irregularities  
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would reflect the velo city o f  the neutral atmosphere. (See 
figure 21 ) .  Once created these irregularities could 
explain (a) the decreases in airglow intensity ,  (b) the 
characteristic velocities of the airglow disturbances , 
(c) their shape (once formed a decrease in electron 
density will elongate along fue magnetic field lines) and 
(d) the maintenance of shape , (a 1 00 km disturbance will 
take hours to  diffuse out) . 
This explanation of  the irregularities describes most 
of the maj or features but it does not appear adequate in 
explaining the micro-structure with scale-sizes of 1 5 km 
or less . (How is this structure maintained? Diffusion 
would destroy all traces of this in a little over an hou�) 
There is also the problem of creating the required electron 
density differences of 3 to 1 in the distances of 50 km 
that are indicated by the airglow data. 
The process thus appears acceptable but for the matter 
of the initial creation of large irregularities in electron 
density. The small scale-size structure appearing inside a 
large region of decreased electron density suggests however 
that if large irregularities are created then the electron 
density gradients and crossed electric and magnetic field 
that are present inside the region must be unstable. This 
would indicate that a successful theory of the production 
of the irregularities would include the above factors of 
electron density gradients , diffusion , wind drag , electric 
field and magnetic field. Many workers have examined the 
stability of the ionosphere considering several of these 
factors in combination and a brief review of thi s  work 
follows . 
( iv) Instabilities in the Ionospheric Plasma 
1 1 1  
The many mechani sms suggested in the literature fall  
into four main categories . They are : the production of 
irregularities by hydromagnetic waves , the production of 
irregularities from a gravitational instabi lity of the 
F-layer , the amplification of irregularities by the 
verti cal motion of the ionosphere and the trans fer of 
irregularities from the E to the F-region . These processes 
will be reviewed in turn -
( a) The Production of Irregularities by Hydromagnetic 
Waves 
( 1 1 1 ) Des sler suggested in 1 958 that hydromagnetic waves 
could be responsible for radio star scintillations and 
Singleton( 1 1 2 ) proposed later that , in spite of the fact 
that incoming hydromagnetic  waves are reflected at about 
1 000 km , sufficient energy would penetrate to F-region 
heights to form irregularities in the electron densities 
of the F layer . The irregularities produced were thought 
to be small but they could then be amplified by the verti cal 
drift process dis cus sed later. There are two obj ections 
to thi s theory ari sing from the airglow results. First , 
the hydromagneti c waves investigated by Des sler move at a 
minimum velocity of 1 04 km/hr while airglow di sturbances 
move at a velocity 2 orders less than thi s . Secondly ,  the 
wavelengths of the hydromagnet ic waves are much smaller 
than the 1 5 to 450 km wavelengths observed in the airglow . 
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For the se  reasons it is considered tRat hydromagnetic waves 
are not likely to be a caus e of iono spheric disturbance s . 
( b ) I rregularities  caused by Gravit ational Instability 
In 1 956 Dungey( 1 1 3 )  investigat ed the po s sibility that 
irregularities could re sult from a gravitational instability 
of the underside of the F -layer . It was considered that , 
since the gradient of the underside of the night -time 
ionospheric F layer is  sometimes very st e ep , gravitational 
instabilities would occur as the iono spheric plasma would 
res emble th e ' slab of plasma suppo rted only by a magnetic 
field ' well known as unstable . Thi s ins tability is expected 
to pro duce kinking of the layer and as such would produce 
both decreas e s  and increas es in electron density and as a 
cons equence should cause increas es in airglow int ensity . 
No such increas es  above the ambi ent airglow int ensity have 
been obs erved and the mechanism do es no t appear to explain 
the grouping of the irregularities into regions of 
disturbance . 
( c ) Th e Amplification of Irregularities by the Vertical 
Motion of the Iono sphere 
This proce s s  (sometimes called the drift amplification 
proce ss) was first propo sed by Martyn( ,?)in 1959 . In 1963 
SimonC 1 1 5 ) , motivated by laboratory plasma experiment s ,  • 
derived the instability conditions for an infinite sheet of 
plasma with vertical gradients in electron density and under 
cro ssed electric and magnetic fields . This theory predict ed 
instabiliti e s  only where th e gradient in electron density 
and the electric field were in the same direction , 
i . e .  where 
o n  
Ez o z  > 0 
1 1 3  
( 43 )  
( where n = electron density , E = vertical electri c fi eld) z 
It  also indicat ed that the se  waves would propagat e with 
the plasma drift velo city , have wavel engths comparable  
with the vertical slab dimensions and would only propagate 
along the magneti c fi eld lines if the slab dimension in 
the direction of the magnetic field was greater than -
( where  Ly 
( 44 )  
and L are the dimensions of the slab in the z 
y and z directions and Wi and Vi are the ion gyro-frequency 
and ion colli sion frequency respectively. ) While Simon ' s  
work dealt with a laboratory plasma other workers ( Haeda 
et al ( 1 1 6 ) , Knox( 1 1 7 ) T suda et al ( 1 1 8 ) , Whit ehead( 1 1 9 ) , 
R eid( 1 20 ) Cunno ld( 1 21 ) and Wi lliams and Weinstock( 1 23 ) ) 
have applied thi s  theory with varying success  to the E and 
F-region to explain the occurrence of Spread-F and 
travelling iono spheri c irregulariti es. T he maj or diffi culty 
of mo st of these  modifi cations of Simon ' s  work i s, that 
growth times found are long and they require moderately 
si z ed initial irregulari ti es  of large and small scale-si z es 
b efore the drift amplification process  will  work. Williams 
and Weinstock( 1 2 3 ) consider small thermal fluctuations in the 
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F-region while ReidC 1 2o ) and Cunnold( 1 21 ) have considered 
the E-region irregularities and their transfer to the 
F-region . 
( d ) The Transf er of Irregulariti es from the E to the 
F-region 
The application of the drift amplification process to 
the E region has been made by Sato and Tsuda ( 1 24) , Dupree ( 1 25)  
and Weinstock ( 1 26 ) and has been found to  predict E region 
conditions well . It has been suggested that E-region 
irregularities propagate up the highly conductive magnetic 




and Cunnold( 121 ) ) that 
in the F regi on manif ested as 
It has also been calculated ( ReidC
12o ) 
on transf er from the E to the F-region 
these irregulariti es undergo further growth and appear as 
travelling ionospheric disturbances in the F-regi on . How­
ever the results of Farley et al ( s3 ) show that irregulariti es 
can be generated anywhere in the F-region with a very wide 
range of si zes perpendicular to the magnetic field whereas 
the transf er theory would suggest that irregularities 
first appear in the lower regions of ionosphere and move up­
ward. Further , the airglow results show scale-si zes for the 
disturbances of less than 15 km and the backscatter results 
show scale-siz es less than 10 metres which are not predicted 
by the transfer theori es. 
3 .  A Mechanism for Ionosuheric Disturbances 
While the theories adapted from the vertical drift 
amplification process developed by Simon have many po ints in 
.. 
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their favour they still appear unsatisfactory in de scribing 
the results on travelling iono spheric disturbances obtained 
from the airglow observations. The transfer of electric 
fields and irregularitie s  from the E to the F-region has 
been found unsatisfactory ( Farley et al (
s 3 )
) and the 
generation of irregularities from the conditions prevailing 
in the F-region difficult to reconcil e with the obs erved 
data. It is propo sed in this se ction to re-examine the 
method used by Simon to study the instabilitie s of a 
laboratory plasma and reapply the method to the F-region . 
It  is felt that some of the complexities  that exist in the 
adaptation of Simon ' s  study to a particular case for the 
F-region can be  simplified by the knowledge gained from the 
airglow data on the appearanc e of the irregularitie s . 
Further it is felt that the generation of the vertical 
electric field,  important in an adaption of Simon ' s  work to 
the F-region , has not yet been considered ade quately in the 
literature . It is propo sed that the electric field is 
generated by the neutral wind and that this generating force 
should be  included in any theory of the mechanism for 
F-region disturbances. 
( i) A Study of the Growth of Small Perturbations in the 
F-region of the I ono sphere 
First the irregularitie s  are a decrease in electron 
density ( property (j ) as de scribed in the summary found 
earlier in this chapter ) ,  secondly they are generated shortly 
after sunset ( r )  when conditions are such that an atmospheric 
1 1 6  
wind is blowing i n  an eastward direction ( p) , thirdly they 
are generated at a time when there is an electron density 
gradient causing a decrease in electron density in an east­
ward direction , fourthly in the region in whi ch 
irregularities occur the earth ' s  magneti c field is nearly 
parallel to the earth ' s  surface and at right angles to the 
atmospheri c wind and fifthly the conductivity of the E-region 
is dropping quickly allowing the generation of a vertical 
electric field. 
In such a situation the charged parti cle current at any 
point in the ionosphere can be expressed by -
j* - - rJ·vn =*= nA·s + n sc�>�:t: . u ( 4 5 )  
where n.:!: == diffusion tensor 
p± == mobility tensor 
u == neutral wind velocity 
n == parti cle density 
E == electric  field 
B == earth ' s magnetic field 
.,) :t. == particle collision frequency 
LJ± == parti cle gyro frequency 
and + indicates + ve or -ve parti cles 
Resolving into components 
j; = (- o• t� ± ../4/'nEx + ...M' B <�l' n u) =i= 
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cJd.)* (- o* 0 n ± ..1,:t: n E ) < 46 ) v �z /� Z 
j; = (-o• t� =t.,M'n E2) ± 
<%->*(-o• t� ± .,M
= nEx + .,M' B < �/nu) (48) 
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:1: 2 k  ( Tv .\ 
D . = 3 m(1Y + w2>) 
and the neutral wind has a component in the x direction 
only . 
The changes in the electric field with time can be 
expres sed approximately by : -
.- . +  
Jx - Jx 
: D
+ t� -,.A-tnEx -.,,i<,t(�f n E2 + ..,M+(�tnUB 
1 1 8  
-2 o+c%>
+ 
�� . C49 > � oE2 . - .+ e � t  - Jz - Jz 
In the steady state when there is no E-region conductivity 





Ex ..!.. 2 Jt (� t(l � - j_ � n) C 5 1  ) · fl+ v n � x  n �z 
E ..:. - o
+ 
(j_ lrl) + 2 °+ c.iJ..t(j_ � n.'\ - us < 52 >  z · fi+ n oz � v n dX) 
and in the condition when the wind velocity goes fro� 0 to 
U at t = 0 and E = 0 then ( 49 ) and ( 45)  have the approximate 
s olution : -
E2 : Ep [ exp (- �i c¾t t >  Sin �� c¾t t - 1] 
where E of equation ( 52 )  z 
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( 53 )  
The time constant for the generation of thi s  electric 
fi eld i s  1 0-5sec at 300 km thus for the time scale on 
which irregularities are considered to be generated Ez = Ep. 
Note however that thi s only appli es  when the conductivity 
of the E-region i s  low . An analysi s of the conditions 
expected over the equator shows that effective shorting 
of the vertical electric fi eld will occur when the ratio of 
F-region to E-region electron density i s  about 1 00 . Ratios 
much less than thi s are typical during the day but at night 
a ratio great er than 1 00 could occur . The F region however 
will not be released from the eff ects of the E-region short 
all at once as the short path increase s  with F region 
height . It can thus be exp ected that there will be a portion 
of the F region where the vertical electric fi eld can only 
partially develop . Thi s portion , henceforth called the 
transition region , can be considered bounded by the surface 
on which E = 0 and V. E f O and by the surface on which 
E = E and V. E f O . In the forthcoming analysis the wind 
gradient s ,  electric field gradi ent s ,  electron density 
gradi ent s and magne tic fi eld will be  considered as constant 
in the st eady stat e for thi s region . 
I f  a perturbation in the regular decreas e in E-region 
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conductivity occurs then almo st immediately ( e quati on ( 9 )  ) 
a perturbation in the vertical e l ectric  fi eld in the 
transition region will  occur and thi s  will  correspondingly 
cause a dep letion of charge in the area if the initial 
E-region perturbation was caused by a greater than usual 
decrease in conductivity . 
The ob served irregulariti es  appear to have structure 
mainly in the x and z directions whi l e  little i s  ob served 
in the y so the approximation has been taken they are 
infinite in thi s  direction. Al so , as simplifi cations in 
thi s  analysi s it wi ll  be taken that they propagate only in 
the horizontal directi on , and have vertical dimensions less  
than or equal to the thickne s s  of  the transition region 
and that the di splac ement of ioni sation is in the direction 
of motion rather than in the verti cal direction ( as 
indi cated by properties j ,  k ,  m ,  and o ) . Hence if the 
perturbation in the verti cal electric  field i s  E1 which 
can be expre ssed  in a Fourier integral -
E, = 1 ;(kl EJzl expHwt + ikx l dk ( 54 )  
and the corre sponding perturbation in the ele ctron density 
i s  n1 where 
n, ( 55 )  
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then aft er subtracting the st eady state from the perturbed 
stat e of the time dependent conservation equation 
�n * 
�t + V ·j = 0 { 5 6 )  
and retaining only terms of the first order the following 
expression is left : 
{ 57 ) 
It may be noticed that the possibility of a 
perturbation in the horizontal electric field has not been 
include d .  A perturbation in E would tend to result in a 
X 
vertical displacement of ionisation , an eff ect that has 
already been assumed not to occur. Conside_ring for the 




:i: .11=E � n2 ± ( (:)�
= o* � (?l n2) 
./"'' z o z  v ?>z ox 
0 
( 58)  
From the ellipti cal shap e of the airglow di sturbances 
it may be  c oncluded that they are cyl inders of ellipti cal 
cro s s  s e ction and of lower electron rensi ty int ers ecting 
with the airglow layer (prop erties  a and f ) , henc e n2 ( z ) 
and E2 ( z ) can be taken as varying as Sin pz acro ss the 
transition region O <. z < L where p = � and A is  
/1. 
1 2 3  
the vertical dimension of the irregulariti e s . 
Then if equation ( 58 )  i s  multiplied by Sin pz  and 




T = t + � �! 
�1� f + z * l Sin2pz dz = f + � t; 
¢ � f � f 2 r:?_ 
rL � f . 
� = oz + lJo ( f + z � ) Sm pz Cos pz -
p m7r' m = +ve integer L ' 
if = k2 + p2 
1 a f  
2 oz 
( 59 )  
( 60 )  
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For a non-trivial solution for N (k )  and c ( k )  the 
determinant of the coefficient s of equati ons ( 59 )  must be  
equal to z ero i . e .  
1;./4' + _ �Ez - 1_A + - 8 �n -) - 2r" _.,.,u jU oz n - 7/VA ;_;u ('.)Z n 
where 
o<. = o;u- +  g:µ+ ' 
-0+ i) -
1/. = ("'J") + ("'i)") , 
C 61 ) 
( 6 2 ) 
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[ /3ak2 + - � n E - j> 2 + U B  r - c-.,.c.u - n - k<�,u .u n ( r2+ k26r)2) ;F/ 0 2  Z ;/�/-
.1- ,,o vk2 + - �E2 -
2 /--'  o �_:µ 6Z  r) + + s c k2 + p2> t� r 
C y k2J k 2  2) - 2 _ � + - oEz �n r + ..L /.< + - �an r o o  \ + P n ;-,)�,),A (jx oz 2f)/1J,A �z oz 
+ · k ( .1. ./) + - �Ez - r  I 2 ;V�j'U oz  n 
A + - a n  E - !'5�? �z  z r  
+ ( other l e s s  important terms ) ] ( 63 )  
where the 2 7  oth er less important terms have been found 
to be at l east 3 orders of magnitude ·less than the terms 
shown assuming typical conditions for the sunset equatorial 
· F-region. 
In the equation above the real terms shown are eith er 
growth or decay t erms for the perturbation . If their sum 
is negative the perturbation will grow . The first term 
A Yk2 + - �n E -- � o  9-<;;,< oz z n 
contains the necessary condition for instabilit i e s  to  
occur in the cro s sed magnetic and el ectric fields 
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inve stigated by Simon . ( i . e . on E > o ,  equation ( 43 )  ) .  o z  z 
For the conditions in the lower side F-layer thi s  term 
will  be entirely stabilizing but when the effects of the 
neutral wind are introduced other t erms become important . 
The s econd term 
has a great er magnitude than the first as in the transition 
region - Ez � U B  and 
These  two terms can be j o ined to give 
C 64 ) 
Thi s  term i s  negative in the transiti on region if the neutral 
wind is in an eastward direction ( i . e . the situaticn expected 
at night only (RisbethC 1 1 0) ) and thus the p erturbation could 
b e  expected to grow . The t erm ( 64) suggest s  that a nece ssary 
condition before perturbations would grow i s  
( 65 )  
( compare e quation ( 43 ) ) and that the rate of growth can be 
1 2 7 
determined from -
growth � 
This expres sion implies a growth time of about 1 0  seconds 
for scale- sizes smaller than 300 metres and of about 
2 x 1 0-5k-2 seconds for scale sizes greater than this . 
Other than the terms in Ex , term ( 64) is the most important 
term in determining whether perturbations will grow . The 
rest of the terms suggest the size the transition region 
is required t o  be before irregularities will grow . 
The third term ( _1 . /.) v k2 + - oEz -2 ) 2 �  o y,<;JA oz n 
is expected to be stabilizing in the sunset transition 
. oEz . . . region as � could be po sitive ; however the negative 
contribution of this term to the net growth of perturbations 
in the transit ion region will be least when a!! is small , 
i . e .  the transition region is wide . Considering the second 
and third terms only this means that in the transition 
region 
�z 
az n < �n UB  oz 
i . e .  the vertical dimension L of the transition region is 
given by -
1 
L { 6 6 ) 
1 2 8  
The sum of the fourth and fifth terms is negative if 
k2 
< 
and numerically , if k < 2TI 
10 5 
-1 m these waves could 
grow but with a time constant of 70 hours. Such a slow 
rate of growth rules out the possibility of these terms 
contributing to the initial growth of irr egularities. 
The sixth term is stabilizing and its sum with the 
second term is negative if 
2 J � 8/2 
< 
k c<YJ u� ( 1 �) n 6Z 
( 6 8 )  
i. e. provided the transition region extends in the x 
d i re ction for \2 x 10 -5 metres , where A is the scale siz e  
and greater than 1 km . 
The final , important , real terms involve the electric 
fi eld in the horizontal direction and for this reason they 
are independent of the previous discussion. The two terms 
suggest that perturbations will grow provided 
j_ ¢Ex�n 
2 6Z oz < k Ex n 
or 1 (J_ ?>Ex) (j_ �n ) 2 Ex l>Z n oz 
1 1 1 - - -
2 L He ( 6 9 )  
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This can be interpreted to mean that if the Ex field 
i s  positive before sunset ( a  situation reported by Farley 
et a1 C83 ) as typical ) then irregularities will grow 
provi ded they are smaller than the geometri c mean of the 
width of the transit ion region and the electron scale 
height . Their growth t ime i s  in the order of 10 seconds 
for scale- si zes les s  than 300 metres. 
The imaginary terms of equation ( 63 ) indi cate the 
veloci ty of the irregularit ies 
(v = � )  




first two imaginary terms are dominant . They then indi cate 
that 
V l J::!e � Ez 2 B o z  
b 
B ( 70 ) 
i . e .  the irregularities move at a velocity about half as 
great as the neutral wind velocity and are non-di spersive. 
For k > 2rc the remaining terms are dominant and indi cate 
1 03 
a veloci ty given by 
V - <�Y �x + C 71 ) 
or in the order of 300 metres/sec which would be faster than 
the neutral wind . 
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( i i )  Discus sion on Perturbation Growth Result s  
The analysis has shown that in the lower side F-layer , 
at a t ime when the E-region c onductivity has decreased to 
a point where it no longer prevents the growth of a vertical 
ele ctric f i eld in the F-region , and under cert ain conditions , 
p erturbations in the electric and electron density fields 
will grow . It  was found that the exi stence of a transition 
region w re O<-h < and wlJ.iCu has d iwe.usions in the vertical 
Gnd horiz ont a. x irection of gre t r  t�an o n e electron 
sc 1 - · · ' t nd A x 1 -5 meters (t\. = cale-s i e of the 
irregularity) respectively was a neces sary condition for 
growth . It was al s o  found that velocities  of  the Fouri er 
c omponent s of an irregulari ty were such that the 
irregularity was not di spersed with mot ion and that the 
growth of the component s was dep endent on the wave number . 
- Thi s resulted in irregul ari ti es of small scale sizes  being 
pro duced in the order o� 1 0  seconds with larger scale  sizes  
app earing lat er . 
The p erturbations were also found to grow under 
conditions that were indep endent of tho s e  above but were 
dependent on the hori z ont al el ectri c fie ld . No detailed 
analysis of what produces this  field has been attempted 
other than that implied by equation ( 51 )  but exp eriment ally 
(Farley et al ( S 3) ) t here have been ob served hori zontal 
electri c fields of magnitude s of as great as 2 mV/m just 
after sunset and whi ch show , sudden rever sals ,  whi ch are 
accompani ed by Spread F .  If the sudden reversal can be taken 
to indicate the presence of a transition region then a 
... 
p erturbation growth mechani sm could exis t  provi ded that 
scale-si z e  i s  l ess  than the geometric me an of the vertical 
width of the transition regi on and the electron sc al e 
height ( equati on ( 68 )  ) .  
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These  result s expl ain reasonably adequat ely the 
relevant prop erties  of the airglow di sturbances summari sed 
earli er in thi s chapter . The ellipti cal shap e of the 
i rregularities  has been shown t o  be exp ected from diffusion 
considerations and from the growth me chani sm , whi l e  their 
dimensions and growth rat es are found to  be  in the order 
of tho s e  ob served . The general appearanc e of t he 
disturbanc es  as decreases  in airglow int ensity i s  not 
excluded from an examinat ion of t he growth results . It  can 
be  shown that the original p erturbation would be a depletion 
of  i onisation over a large area and that thi s  would grow 
at a rate determined by the Fouri er component s of the 
original shap e of t he deplet ion . I t  appear s t hat the 
original shape would b e  maintained only as an envelope of 
irregularities  of smal ler scale-size . The growth patt ern 
i s  thus seen as the rapid pro duction ( about 1 minut e )  of 
small scale si ze  irregularit i e s  followed by the production 
of the obs erved large scale size  ( 1 50 km ) aft er a p eriod of 
about 1t hours . 
The non-di sp ersive nature of the larger scal e-si z ed 
irregularities  as well as the smaller has been conf irmed. The 
n egative corre lation betwe en magnetic  activity and di sturbanc es 
has been shown to be exp ected if magnetic activity indi cat e s  
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exc e s sive E-region conductivity . The ionogram trac es  
app ear to be  compatible  with the trac es expected from the 
di sturbances  with small and large scale -si z e s . Finally 
the p ersi stence of large scal e-si ze irregularities  out of 
what has been called the transiti on region is expected 
as  diffusion would take  hours t o  smooth out the differenc es  
in ele ctron density and they would thus drift with the 
neutral wind velo city . 
The p erturbation growth mechani sm can be ext ended 
int o high altitµde s and at about 400 km and at the peak of 
the F-layer where an 
az 
= 0 it  i s  found that the iono sphere 
i s  stable with change s  in t he vertical el ectric field . The 
analysi s has not been extended to altitude s ab ove the F­
layer (but it suggested the irregularities  generat ed at 
higher latitude s would diffuse into thi s region above the 
equator) ,  nor has the analysis been applied to the conditions 
expe cted near sunri se . 
4 . The Transeguatorial Propagati on of VHF Signal s 
Many workers have di scus sed the pos sibi lity that the 
plane s  in the iono sphere from whi ch the highe st frequenci es  
short of  penetration are returned and whi ch ar e f ound on 
both sides of the magnetic equator , are tilt ed with respect 
to the surfac e of the earth and allow low incidenc e refraction 
of the radio waves to o ccur . The propagation path thought 
most like ly is  from transmitter to the iono sphere in the 
sam e  hemi sphere to the iono sphere in the other and down to 
the receiver . However there are obj ecti ons to this theory 
and t o  assist in the explanat ion a set of conditions will 
be reviewed whi ch would al low the trans equatorial 
propagation of TV signal s ( T . E . P . ) . The angles  at whi ch 
a radio wave would b e  refracted into the pane of maximum 




) for different trans­
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mitted frequencies  is  shown in figure 
have been calcul ated by as suming _)12 = 
3'1 a •2 f 
These  angl e s  
the iono sphere i s  
'1 - J2._ 
f 2  
hori zontal ly stratified . T 
and that 
For compari son 
the figure 3'1 b alongside shows the angle  at whi ch a line 
pro j e ct ed towards and past the hori zon would me8t a 
conc entri c iono sphere of a specif i ed .height above the earth . 
I t  can be  seen t hat by taking an extreme case where the F­
layer has a vertical p enetration frequency of '18  Mhz at a 
height of 300 km whi ch i s  at the same time a point on the 
line pro j ected al ong the hori zon of the transmitt er and 
where the plane of the F-layer has been tilted for maximum 
refraction , ( i . e . at 6° and as shown in figure 32 a ) 
then t he path previously thought possibl e accommodat es 
fr equencies  up to 75 Mhz ( i . e . up to Channel 4 ) . A layer 
in thi s posit ion would rec ombine rapidly and as a consequenc e 
the p enetration frequency could be  expected to drop rapidly 
and would show as a regular decreas e with time of the maximum 
frequency propagat ed over the p ath . Such regular decreases  
are not in fact ob s erved and even if  the tilt of the layer 
changed rapidly over the period TV signal s were received the 
envelope of maximum s could still b e  expe cted to show the 
decrease . Another ob j e ction i s  that wi th the rapid re-
combination of the layer at heights  of 300 km it is di ffi cult 
Maximum ang le at 
w h ich reflect ion wil l  
0 occur 
g 
2 0  
1 0  
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Figu r e  31 a 
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to  explain how high electron densi ties  could b e  maint ained 
in the r egion for p eriods .of over 5 hour s . These  obj e ctions 
to the theory of tilted layers are maj or and cons equently 
thi s me chanism is unlik ely . 
Having establi shed in Chapter VI that T . E . P . and air­
glow di sturbanc es o ccur at the same time it i s  int eresting 
to  note that if gradient s in airglow int ensity are taken as 
indicating gradi ent s in electron density then it wi ll  be 
concluded that there are locali sed regions where the i ono ­
sphere pre sent s a plane  of ioni zation that i s  at a low 
incidence angle to the T . V . transmi s si ons . While  thi s 
refract ion doe s  not cause the same defle ction of the wave 
as did the ti lted iono sphere in the previous di scussion it  
could however defl ect it over to the electron density 
gradi ent on the other side of the di sturbanc e such that it 
was refracted back again and so on along the length of the 
trough of lower electron density that would be  inferred 
from the airglow int ensity pattern . The probability of the 
airglow di sturbances  extending acro s s  the equat or was 
di scussed in thi s chapter and it thus app ears that 
channelling of the TV signal s could b e  o ccurring to the 
point conjugat e with  the point of entry . The airglow 
patt erns show the se channels to be 1 50 km wide and to drift 
at about 1 50 metres/second so that an interference patt ern 
would occur and the signals could be  expe cted to have a 
fading rate of 5 to 1 0  times  a sec ond . ( Thi s c an be  compared 
with the report ed rat e of several t imes a se cond) . 
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The smal l s cal e- si z e  irregularitie s  in the airglow 
intensity patt ern that were seen whil e  ob serving along the 
magnetic  field line s indicat e  anot her po ssible  mechani sm . 
If it  is  c oncluded that these  irregularities  are cyl indri cal 
tubes  o f  about 1 5  km diameter , of consi derable  length along 
the magnetic field lines and that they indi cat e  drop s in 
electron density of  about 5(JJ/4 then the s e  tubes  will  duct 
tho s e TV signals that enter the tube  at angles  to  the 
magnetic  field line s of  l e s s  than 3° . ( A  typical case has 
b e en cho s en here where f > 9 Mhz along the magnet ic  field 
p 
lines at point of entry and where fT = 90 Mhz i s  just 
propagated) . The dependence of angl e  of  incidence with 
frequency can be seen in figure 31 a under the label  
6fp = 3 Mhz . Thi s ducting would predict that signal s 
would be  rec eived in area around the conjugat e point of  
about 1 50 km radius and if fp was great er and , or , the 
ele ctron density drop inside the tub e mor e , then thi s  radius 
would be larger . On the basis of such duct ing one would 
further predict that the signal strengths reaching 
Raro tonga would be stronger than that which would be 
expected from normal f
0
F 2 reflection as the signal strength 
i s  maintained while  it i s  be ing ducted . 
Both these  last two suggestions app ear to  fit the data 
availab l e  on T . E . P . and it is  thought like ly that the 
mechani sm is a combinat ion of the two . It would be 
int ere sting to  di scover whether V . H . F . radio waves were 
propagating from di sturbance to di sturbance  to rec eiver . 
Thi s could occur if di sturbance s were strategi cally placed 
Hor izon l ine  
Figure 32 a 
height ot 
i on osphere 
300 Km . 
Transequator ial propagation paths .  
Figure 32 b 
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and would re sult in the reception of TV signal s on oblique 
paths to the magnetic  field ( see figure 32 b ) . Occasional 
instances of t hi s  phenomenon have been report ed ( Kingan( 1 28 ) ) 
along a 45° oblique path between Hawaii and t he ship 
Northern Star while near the equator . Ext ensive monitoring 




A high resolution scanning photometer has been used 
to study the tropical OI airglow intensity pattern to gain 
information on the movements of the ionosphere . The photo­
meter has shown large and small scale structure in both 
0 0 
the 5577 A and 6300 A oxygen airglow emitting which move 
in an eastward direction. The appearance of the structure 
north of Rarotonga was correlated with the reception of 
V. H. F. signals from Hawaii and it has been suggested that 
low grazing incidence refraction by the steep electron 
density gradients that were indicated by the airglow 
intensity patterns was occurring. The passage of highly 
structured airglow patterns over the Rarotonga ionosonde · 
was found to correlate nearly perfectly with height spread 
or equatorial spread F appearing on the ionograms. The 
information added to the data existing on equator:ia1.. spread-F 
has been used to examine further the mechanism that is 
causing equatorial spread-F. The examination revealed that 
it could be possible that the high E-region conductivity 
shortly after sunset was short circuiting the formation of 
the vertical electric field that would normally have 
developed from the interaction of the ionosphere with the 
F-region neutral wind, and that, with the subsequent drop 
in E region conductivity, instabilities were developing in 
the crossed electric and magnetic field conditions in the 
F-region. 
From the structure shown in the airglow int ensity 
patterns further informat ion was obtained on the ratio of 
the production of o 1 s and 0 1 D in the F-layer . From the 
0 
results it was shown that it was pos sible  for the 6300 A 
airglow int ens ity to  have been derived in the main from 
the di ssociative recombination of mol ecular oxygen in the 
F-region . It  was shown that with the information gained 
from an iono sonde under the region obs erved by the photo ­
meter reasonably ac curat e figures could b e  obtained for 
0 
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the quenching rat e  of  the 6300 A airglow line by mo lecular 
nitrogen and oxygen and for the total recombinat ion rat e of 
the F layer . 
Al so obs erved by the photometer were the large scale 
waves of enhan cement first ob served by Brown , St eiger and 
RoachC 7 1 ) . A wave of enhancement was found to move equator­
wards around 21 00 hr s LT simi lar to the north to south wave 
seen passing over Hal eakala by Brown et al . Another wave 
of enhancement , separat e from the e quatorward wave and 
normally greater in magnitude , was ob served on mo st nights  
to be moving eastwards . These  two waves were the g eneral 
factors that made obs ervations of the airglow structure 
easily vi sibl e with a photometer with the s ensitivity of 
the Rarotongan machine . 
Before the Rarotongan s canning photometer was bui lt 
there was some doubt as to the worth of such a high 
resolution photomet er in the study of the movements of the 
iono sphere . The results obtained from the pilot study have 
shown the need for even hi gher reso lution than that 
141 
obtained with the equipment used for these  ob servations 
of the tropi cal airglow . While  looking along the magnetic 
f i e ld lines structure in the OI airglow intensity patterns 
was ob served down to 1 5  km scal e-si z e , the limit in 
resolution of the photometer . The potential of a high 
resolution scanning photometer has been amp ly demonstrat ed 
and it is felt that much more information on F-region 
phenomena could b e  gaine d from further studies  of this  
type . 
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App endix A 
T he Mangai an Fixed Photometer 
After the results of the Winter of 1 969 were examined 
it was apparent that the disturbances  had di stinctive 
structure . It  was considered that if a p arti cular feature 
could be identi fi ed from two spac ed stations it would be 
po ssible to calculate the exact height of the airglow using 
a triangulati on method . The i sland of Mangaia is  203 km 
E . S . E . of Rarotonga . The dimensions of the triangle  
formed by using Rarotong a to Mangai a as the base line and 
0 
using a feature in t he airglow at an el evation of 1 5  are 
approximately 200 by 800 km respectively . If t he f eature 
could be  identified to within ± f0 in direction , the 
height could b e  estimat ed to within ± 28 km . Thi s error in 
height could be  reduc ed by ident ifying a feature at greater 
e levation , however this would al so reduc e the number of 
di sturbances that could be seen . It  was considered that a 
fixed photometer having a resolution of 1 ° , positioned on 
Mangaia ,  would provide the nec es sary ac curacy to  determine 
the height of the airglow layer by triangulation . I t  was 
fortunat e that the f ixed photomet er that had been used 
during the 1 969 Cook Bicentenary Expedition could b e  
obtained from the P . E . L . Station at Lauder . The photomet er 
was designed for a mains power supply whi ch was not available 
on the is land of Mangaia . After modification the photometer 
operat ed on a 6V lead acid batt ery and drew 40 ma , a current 
drain wbich allowed 2 months of nightly operation . Inc luded 
in the modifications was an automatic shutter to protect 
the phototube from exces s�ve light . 
1 4 3  
Time prevented the photometer from being tested as a 
complete unit and when it was reconstructed on Rarotonga 
it was found to be defective . Subsequent delays for further 
modifications and the delivery of required part s meant that 
it was not until 20th August 1 970 that it was finally 
inst alled on the roof of the Mangaian Post Office. P . Kapi , 
a Radio Operator of the Post Office , undertook it s operation. 
A test run o·n Rarotonga gave the trace shown in figure 33 . 
However , traces with such detail were never obtained during 
the three weeks it operated on Mangaia. During those three 
weeks wet weather prevailed on both islands and no 
simultaneous observations were obtained . The failure of the 
photometer after three weeks has been attributed to two 
factors . They are : - The light dependent resi stor operating 
the shutter was exposed to sunlight and heat reflected from 
the Post Office aluminium roof which eventually resulted in 
it s failure ; and moisture found it s way to the pins of the 
phototube causing exces sive current flow . 
While unsucces sful , the experiment with the fixed photo­
meter did demonstrate the potential of using a fixed photo­
meter to study the airglow patterns. 
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The Fixed Photometers Designed for Operation 
on Niue and Rarot onga 
145  
The result s from the scanning airglow photometer on 
Rarotonga showing the strong correlation b etween airglow 
di sturbances  and TV signals  demonstrated the de sirability 
of op erating a fixed photometer of the typ e used in the 
att empt at measuring the height of the airglow by 
triangulation from Mangai a . It  was fe lt that further 
information would b e  gained if ob servat ions c ould be  
ext ended into the summer months when the transequatori al 
propagation of TV signals  was infrequent . Further it was 
felt  that more information could be gaine d on the velo city 
and di spersive nature of the airglow di sturb ances  if two 
p hotomet ers were used , one sited on Niue and the other on 
Rarotonga . The pos sibi lity of simultaneous ob s ervations 
b e ing made by W . A. Brown and W . R . Stei ger from Hawaii and 
the pos sibility of total cont ent records being obtained by 
J . E .  T itheridge over Manihiki in the near future as well 
as over Rarotonga made the continued obs ervation of airglow 
di sturbances in the tropi cs  even more desirab le . 
The two photometers were de signed and constructed in 
the workshop s of the Physi cs  and Chemistry department s of 
the University of Canterbury . The photometers were made to  
b e  portable , allow operation in area with no  mains power 
supply , and to operate with a minimum of attenti on . While  
no results from these  two photometers have been used in 
TABLE VII 
Spot Photomet er Characteristics 
Property 




Filter Characteristi cs : 
Tube 
Peak Transmission '1 8°c 
Transmission at Peak '18°C 
Transmission at airglow line 
'18°C 
Band Pas s Ci width) 
Tube Volts (Sept '1 969 ) 
Measured dark current of Tube 
Picoammeter conversion '1 c/s = 
Estimat ed Airglow signal level 
Estimated Signal to Noise  Ratio 
(Noi se = background light )  
Recorders Esterline Angus 
Input for full scal e  defl ection 
on the recorder (Maximum 








629'1 . 5 A 
61% 
'18% 0 
'1 5  A 
EMI 9558QB 
'1 '1 00 V 
3nA 
0 . 5nA 
2nA 
rv '1 • 2 
Clockwork 
20nA 






-, o  
5573 . 5 A 
60% 
52°/4 0 
'1 3  A 
EIVII 6256 B 
'1 375 V 
2nA 
0 . 5nA 
8nA 






this thesis it is felt that their design and operation should 
be on permanent record should any future reference be needed. 
The two photometers are almost the same in appearance 
and construction. Some differences do exist in the 
electronics and optics. These differences can be seen in 
Table VII. The photometer operates as follows : -
Shutter Assembly : 
The shutter has been designed to protect the photo­
multiplier from direct sunlight and moderate light levels 
should (a) the photometer be switched on during the day 
(b) the photometer be left on during the following morning 
(c) there be a power failure. It was also necessary that 
F I G U R E  35 Sh utter As s e mloly 
Sh utter 
( sprung ) 
E lectrical connections _., 
�-- El ectrom agnet 
---- Clutch p late 
I 0 
Pul ley drive 
149 
the shutter consume minimal power as the se  photometers are 
de signed to  operat e in remote  places powered only by a 1 2V 
b attery . In figure 35 the shutter  as s emb ly i s  shown . It 
will  be  noted that when the elec tromagnet i s  operat ed the 
drive pul ley will transfer torque to the shutt er driving 
it op en until  the shutt er actuat es  a mi cro swit ch . The 
motor wil l  then stop holding the shut ter in a fully open 
po sition .  If at any time the light level ri ses  sufficiently 
the power to the electromagnet and to the motor ar e swit ched 
off and the shutter springs back to the clo s ed pos ition . 
Further , should the power fai l at any time the electromagnet 
releases  the shutter and it  springs back to the clo sed 
po siti on . 
Shutter Circuitry See  figure 36 
If suffici ent light falls on the light dep endent 
resi stor (RPY41 ) the current through it switche s  the 
transistor TR1 on ( S ee  not e  1 figure 34 ) . Thi s in turn 
turns the Schmidt trigg er ( TR2 , TR3 ) , the ele ctromagnet 
drive transistor ( TR5)  and mo tor drive transi stor ( TR6 ) , 
off . · The Schmidt trigger also turns on TR4 bri efly whi ch 
causes  the stored capacitive charge to flow throug h the 
ele ctromagnet in the reverse dir ecti on ( s ee  figure 36 
Not es  2 and 3 ) . Thi s reverse  current can be  adjusted to 
canc el the hysteresis  of the pot core . The motor circuit 
is only activat ed when the Schmidt trigger is off and the 
micro switch open . 
High Vo ltage Power Supply 
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It is basically a 1 2V DC converter pToducing 200V AC output. 
This output is then multiplied 1 1  times to 2200V through 
a Cockroft-Walton diode capacitor chain. At any point 
along this chain a 1 000 Volt Corotron can be connected , 
stabilizing , via feedback to the input of the converter , 
the output at that point to 1 000 volts. The output of this 
supply is about 1 watt at any voltage up to 2500V with a 
maximum input of 20 volts DC. 
Pico ammeter 
This circuit ( shown in figure 38 ) incorporates a high 
impedance FET which measures the voltage on a 1 50 pfd 
capacitor. When this voltage reaches a certain value the 
output of the FET actuates a Schmitt trigger which then 
discharges the capacitor . Hence with the flow of current 
into the capacitor the circuit oscillates at a frequency 
proportional to the current input. These oscillations are 
amplified and fed into a divider chain giving a possible 28 
reduction in frequency ( dependent on selection ). The out­
put of the divider chain is integrated by using the output 
to trigger a monostable vibrator the output of which is 
averaged by a capacitor and drives the 1 . 2K Q load of the 
Esterline Angus chart recorder. The lower limit in this 
metho d of current detection is determined by the finite 
size of capacitance at the input ( i. e . > 50 pfd) , the 
impedance of the FET and the leakage through TR1. With the 
circuit shown the limiting current was found to be 1 00 
picoamps. This limit was due to the leakage through TR1 
and it was found that the leakage could be reduced to 1 0  
1 54 
picoamp s if a BC 1 77A transi stor was used . 
The photometers were constructed from funds from the 
contract and from four borrowed it ems . These  were two tub es 
from the Physic s  department of t he University of Cant erbury 
and two filt ers from ESSA . The instruments were installed 
on Rarot ong a and Niue in September 1 971 , in t he care of 
S . G .  Kingan and H . Co l eman re spectively . No results  were 
t o  hand at the time of writing t hi s  the si s . 
Appendix C 
Programme for Reducing Photometer Output into 
Isophote Maps 
1 5 5 
Initially it was thought that the presentation of the 
Photometer output on an XY plotter would be adequate for 
any interpretation that was to follow. However as the 
data becam e available it was obvious that the distortions 
caused by the alt-azimuth mount , astmospheric absorption , 
view angle , and the drift of the airglow field with time 
were going to necessitate a more elaborate processing of 
th e output . The distortions listed above were corrected by 
using the University ' s  IBM 360 Computer to produce isophote 
maps of intensity versus latitude and longitude. The 
computer program used is  reproduced in this Appendix. 
Although the program is specializ ed for use with the 
scanning photometer the subprogram · to find isophote 
contours may be found useful in some other analysis. The 
basic m ethod which the subprogram follows is initially to 
find the beginning of an isophot e contour and then thread 
its way through the matrix, following the contour until it 
ends. This method was chos en over the normal pi ecemeal 
method of considering square by square of four matrix points 
and plotting any contour lin e that passes through them, as 
it is �eedy , saves plotting time and as it is also easy to 
lab el any contour. Having found the beginning of any con­
tour such as point ' a '  shown in figure 39 the program 
then checks the three sid es ( 1 -<: x < 2 ,  y = 2 ) , 
1 5 6  
F IGURE  39 
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(x = 2 , 2 ) y >  1) and (2 > x ) 1 , y = 1) to find point 
' b ' .  Similarly point ' c ' is found by checking the square 
(x = 1 ,  2 and y = 2 , 3). It may happen the contour will 
pass through a matrix point such as ' d '  and on these 
occasions the program checks through the eight sides 
given by the exterior of the four squares bounded by 
(x = 2 ,  4 , and y = 1 , 3) • .  To stop the program recycling 
over the same contour a memory is provided for every side 
of a square. The problems involved in encountering the 
edges of the matrix are provided for in the program. 
Analysis of this program will show that the method is 
analogous to the way the same problem would be tackled by 
hand and this should help the programmer in interpreting 
the logical steps. 
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Contour program , con t inued 
Appendix D 
Theoretical Calculations of the Airglow Emission 
from Atomic Oxygen 
1 60 
As describ ed in Chapt er I the emission function for 
0 
the 5577 A airglow line is : -
dh  ( 24 ) 
and for the 6300 A emission line is : -
( 25 )  
These functions were programmed for numerical int egration 
by comput er. The program is straight -forward. It is only 
in the choice of valu es for the constants in the e �uation 
that problems arise. Few of these const ants have been 
accurat ely det ermined and those used are shown in Table VIII . 
The value obtained in Chapter IV for the ratio of production 
of 0( 1 S) and 0(1 D) is used and ' PHI '  the proportion of all 
recombinations that result in an excit ed oxygen atom is 
taken as 0 . 2 . 
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TABLE VIII  
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Einstein Transition 
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0( 1 S1 ) State '1 . 36 
I 
I None Garstang
( ? ) 
Einstein Transition 
coefficient for the 
0 ( "1 D1 ) state 
Einstein Transition 
coefficient for the 
0( 1 S1 ) state to the 
0( 1 D 1 ) state 
Einstein Transition 
coefficient for ghe �i:�� ) to the 0 (  P
0
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0 . 009'1 
I 
1
1 . 28 
I None " 
None " 
I I  
o; + e � 0* + 0* 
+ 'Y� + 
0 . 0069 




T -1 Biondi( '1 29 )  
I None Ferguson ( 1 3 0 ) 02 + 0 - 02 + 0 
0:-1 'Y2 [ N2 ]  
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------- 1 1 . 25  
2 i [ o2 J I 
No . of recombinations I
I 
that result in the 





T-1 ? J Peterson( 3 5 ) 
I I No. of recombinations I that result in the 




0 ( i D ) + N £ 0 ( 3P )  . I 
+ N2 2 1 0. 5-2. ox1 0-
1 0  T-1 
1
( 92 ) ( 93 ) ( 94) 
Ratio of above 0. '1 26±0. 03 None
,
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Appendix E 
The calculation of the image shape of a star produced at 
the field stop by the mirror of the photometer. 
1 6 3 
By positioning the photometer so that the path of a 
star as the earth rotated would pass through its field an 
accurate record of the resolution of the photometer could 
be obtained . If the angle of the star to the celestial 
equator is known observation time can be converted to the 
angular resolution of the photometer . In the cases shown 
in figure 12 one minute in time is equivalent to 1 5 
minutes of arc . If the optics of the photometer had been 
ideal the response of the photometer to the passage of a 
star would have been a step up step down function with a 
width dependent upon the aperture of the field stop . In 
figure 12 it can be seen that this is not the case . It 
appears that the image is far from being a point and is 
also asymmetric . By averaging the response of the photo­
meter to passes of stars in a number of directions the 
graph shown in figure 40 was obtained. This curve is 
the convolution of the area of the field stop with the 
image of the star as it moves across the field plane and 
can be expressed by 
J r -1 [ r} - x2 - ( koc)
2] R(o( ) = L ( x  - koe ) 2 Cos 2xkoc x dx 
koc; + 'a > x > kO( - ra 
( 71 ) 
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where R(a )  is the curve shown in figure (40 ) ,  I(x) is the 
image of a star at the field stop and where all other 
symbols are related as shown in figure (1 5) . 
Of the several image functions tried, that best 
approximating the instrument response was a gaussion of 
the form 
I ( x ) I0 exp (-A x2 ) 
and that value of ' A ' giving the best fit the curve shown 
1 64 
165 
in figure ( 40)  was given by 
I( x )  ( 26 )  
where x is measured in cm at the field stop. The integrated 
f lux from this image was found to differ the unknown real 
i mage by no more than 2 . 3% . 
1 6 6 
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